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ABSTRACTj

In order to understand the electrical and mechanical proper-

*ty changes which occur when graphite fibers are intercalated, it

* is essential that a better understanding of the properties of the

fibers prior to intercalation be developed. Research aimed at

* elucidating the structure-property relationships in neat carbon

and graphite fibers is presented. In particular, the changes L
with increasing heat treatment in both electronic and structural ;4
properties are discussed. The relative importance of crystallite

size, three dimensional order, and the details of disordered

regions between crystallites are demonstrated by analysis of:

resistance versus temperature; piezoresistance; x-ray diffrac-

-tion; and intercalation behavior. Crystallite size effects must
be included in order to understand the electronic structure of

the fibers studied here. Arguments which demonstrate the poten-

* tial importance of the disordered regions between crystallites to

* the anamolous resistance-temperature behavior of low-modulus,

high-strength fibers are presented.

Three dimensional order is shown to increase continuously
with heat treatment. Generally, one can only intercalate high-

modulus fibers which clearly exhibit three dimensional order.

* However, when sufficiently strong electron acceptors are used,

* fibers which don't have any well-defined stacking order can be

intercalated. The degree of three dimensional order is shown to

* be related to the negative piezoresistance observed in high-modu-

lus fibers. The piezoresistance of carbon and graphite fibers is

discussed in terms of a simple polycrystalline model, and useful

qualitative information on the parameters needed for modelling

* the elastic properties of these materials is obtained.
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I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The original goal of this work was to elucidate the inter-

relationships of the microstructure of graphite fibers, the in-

tercalation process, and the electrical and mechanical property

changes resultinq from intercalation. In order to pursue this

goal effectively, it was also necessary to improve our under-

standinq of the structure-property relationships in neat carbon

and graphite fibers. We therefore addressed the following

specific subjects:

1. the changes in electronic properties with increasing heat

treatment and its relationship to structural development;

2. quantification of the degree of three dimensional order

which occurs upon heat treatment and its role in determining

electrical and chemical properties;

3. piezoresistance of carbon and graphite fibers; and,

4. intercalation of electron acceptors (such as AsF 5 ) into

fibers.

Other work included some preliminary intercalations of metal-

chlorides into both ex-pitch and ex-PA N fibers. This is an area

which has been receiving increasing attention in the literature

over the past few years.1-
3

II. SUMMARY OF MOST IMPORTANT RESULTS

1. Electrical Properties of Neat Fibers

Our first important result was to recoqnize that the in-

* creasing temperature dependence of the resistance of graphite

fibers with increasing heat treatment could be quantitatively un-

0



derstood usinq simple band models previously used for other pyro-

carbons. (See the publication included here as Appendix I.) The

band overlap, however had to be decreasing with increasing heat

treatment, and this was contrary to what is expected of a homo-

qeneous carbon where the crystallite size and three dimensionality

increases with increasinq heat treatment. As discussed later in

this report, we have recently shown that if one includes lifetime

broadening of the electronic states (throuqh the uncertainty prin-

ciple, for example) that the band overlap required to explain the

resistance versus temperature behavior can be understood.

The above discussion applies only to what is usually referred

to as graphite fibers. The more commonly used high strength car-

bon fibers are more disordered and have a significantly smaller

crystallite size. Our estimates of the lifetimes of the delocal-

ized band states within a crystallite indicate that these materi-

als may have their conductivity dominated by electron transfer

across crystal boundaries and/or through disordered regions of the

fiber. Experimentally, we have found that these fibers have an

unusual maximum in their resistance at about 300 K. Thus, one

might expect to find electrical characteristics which are qualita-

tively different in high strength carbon fibers from those of

graphite fibers. The resistance of high strength carbon fibers

decreases with decreasing temperature below 30*K all the way to

1K. A publication showing data down to 1.8°K is included in

Appendix II.

2. Three Dimensional Order

Before the Celanese work, it was generally believed that

fibers made from polyacrylonitrile (ex-PAN) were always turbo-

stratic, i.e. they did not have any order to the stacking sequence

of the hexagonal basal planes. Work done just prior to this con-

tract demonstrated that, when ex-PAN fibers were prepared with a

2



modulus of near 690 GPa (10OMsi), that there was evidence for

three dimensional order. More recently, we have demonstrated

that even commercially available GY-70 ex-PAN fibers have three

dimensional stacking order. This is discussed in detail in Ap-

pendix III.

The existence of three dimensional stacking order is impor-

tant if one is attempting to model the properties of graphite

fibers. Bright 4 has already shown the importance of the three

dimensionalty of fibers to understanding their low temperature

magnetoresistance. We will discuss the importance of the three

dimensional order to our understanding of electro-mechanical

properties of fibers in the next section. In addition, since only

high modulus fibers can usually be intercalated, one might sus-

pect that three dimensional order has something to do with the

ease with which intercalation can take place. Although, the im-

portance of three dimensional order can not be fully assessed at

the present time, we have been able to intercalate a 345 GPa

(50Msi) pitch fiber to stage 2 with AsF 5. This fiber does not

show any clear evidence for long ranged stacking order.

Finally, we have demonstrated that the qrowth of three di-

mensional order is continuous as fibers are heat-treated. We do

not see any evidence in x-ray diffraction for the existence of

two phases: one turbostratic and one three %limensional.

3. Piezoresistance of Carbon and Graphite Fibers

Negative piezoresistance has been known in carbon and graph-

ite fibers and was first reported by Owsten5 . Althouqh several

mechanisms have been suggested, there had been few serious at-

tempts to model the electromechanical properties of fibers. (The

most detailed investigation done to date was by Komaki. 6) We have

recently shown that negative piezoresistance in both ex-PAN and

ex-pitch fibers can be understood in terms of electron carrier

? '.3
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density changes which occur only in three dimensionally ordered

fibers. This work also has important implications for the devel-

opment of better polycrystalline elastic models for these mater-

ials, and will be discussed in more detail in Section V.

Negative piezoresistance was also observed in P-100 (an ex-

pitch fiber with modulus near 690 GPa) intercalated with FeCl 3.

This may imply that the charge transfer to the graphite planes is

strain (and pressure) dependent in this material.

4. Intercalation of Acceptors into Carbon

and Graphite Fibers

We have shown that when strong acceptors are intercalated

into both ex-pitch and ex-PAN fibers, many well defined stages

can readily be observed.7  This is contrary to what has been re-
8

ported when weaker acceptors such as FeCI 3 are used. (Stages

have been observed in boron-loaded ex-PAN fibers intercalated

with metal chlorides,9 but significant amounts of graphite remain

unreacted.) The hichest staqe we have observed is stage 9 (which

has a repeat distance of 35A)in a low concentration (18.5% by

weight) AsF5 -intercalated ex-PAN fiber. The observation of such

a long period superstructure in a material as disordered as a

graphite fiber is remarkable. Furthermore, if we assume an in-

plane packing of 8 carbons per AsF 5 unit, the expected concentra-

tion of a stage 9 compound is 19.7%. The excellent aqreement be-

tween this calculated concentration and the measured weight up-

take implies that the fibers have intercalated to staqe 9 homo-

geneously.

In order to elucidate the mechanism of acceptor intercala-

tion, and demonstrate any differences between intercalation in

fibers as compared with more ordered graphites, a number of

studies of low concentration AsF 5-graphite fiber compounds were

made. Samples with a weight uptake of less than 17% did not show

4
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any change in x-ray diffraction, although the reaction of the

AsF 5 was clearly observed via x-ray absorption. Near-edge x-ray

absorption measurements (done at CHESS in collaboration with S.

Heald of Brookhaven) indicated that these samples underwent ex-

tensive charge transfer between the graphite and the AsF5. If

the As+ 3 species is assumed to be AsF 3,
1 0 then one finds that

the charge transfer reaction:

2e + 3AsF5---- 2AsF6 + AsF3

goes to completion. However, the AsF 3 is found to be oriented in

the fibers, and the orientation is so larqe as to indicate that

the AsF 3 bonds must be distorted. In addition, cryopumping can

reversably remove the oriented As+ 3 species. These results may

imply that there is another species other than AsF 3 , AsF 5 , and

AsF6 in low concentration fiber samples. More details of this

work are found in Appendix IV and Section VI.

III. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF CARBON AND GRAPHITE FIBERS

In this section, I will briefly review the results presented

in the publication included as Appendix I, and then proceed to

describe the importance of estimating the carrier lifetime and

the associated energy leveling broadening in carbon and graphite

fibers.

The primary purpose of this work is to explore the extent to

which the properties of carbon and graphite fibers can be under-

stood in terms of the known and/or expected properties of graph-

ite crystallites and aromatic carbon planes. Graphite is an hex-

agonal crystal in which the basal planes are in an ABAB stacking.

Since the interplane spacing is large (3.35A), the electrical and

mechanical properties are anisotropic. The band structure of

graphite consists of electron and hole bands which meet at the

.. i
I 
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edge of the Brillouin zone, and in fact overlap a small (0.025ev)

amount because of the weak interplanar interaction. Graphite is

thus a semimetal in which the carrier density is temperature

dependent but remains finite at zero deqrees Kelvin, even in a

perfect crystal. The in-plane electron (and hole) mobilites are

exceptionally high due to the tiqhtly bound aromatic structure.

This high mobility persists even when the carrier concentration

is increased by intercalation with electron acceptors such as

AsF 5 . In graphite at room temperature, the mobility is limited

by phonon scattering, as it is in most metals.

The carbon and graphite fibers of interest here are not

single crystals of graphite, but are made up of well defined

4 graphite-like carbon planes oriented with their c-axis perpendic-

ular to the fiber axis. Since they are made by pyrolysis of an

organic precursor such as pitch or polyacrylonitrile (PAN), the

degree to which the structure aproaches that of graphite depends

upon the pyrolysis temperature (among other variables such as the

precursor and its orientation). At low pyrolysis temperatures,

there is little correlation between neiqhborinq basal planes and

the material is usually referred to as turbostratic. The crys-

tallite sizes (as measured by x-ray diffraction) are small (20-

200 A ) and the spacing between the basal planes is slightly

larger than in qraphite.

The resistance of qraphite increases with increasing temper-

ature because of the dominance of phonon scattering. Carbon and

graphite fibers, on the other hand, have a decreasing resistance

with increasing temperature because the dominant scattering mech-

anism is temperature independent boundary scatterinq. As the

structure of the fibers becomes more like that of graphite, and

the crystallite size qrows, the temperature coefficieni- of resis-

tance does not approach that of graphite, but becomes even more

4 negative. (See Figure 1.)

60 " " " . , . . . .-i. -.- - ' - - -. . -...
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The simplifyinq assumption of a temperature independent

mobility implies that the resistance versus temperature behavior

* is determined entirely by the temperature dependence of the car-

rier density. Usinq a simple two band model, we were able to

estimate average band parameters (band overlap and fermi energy)

for fibers. As shown in Table 1 (and discussed in more detail in

Appendix I), the overlap is largest in the lowest modulus, most

disordered, least graphitic fibers. This trend is model

independent, since it is the overlap that sets the scale for the

resistance chanqe with temperature. Theories of the band

structure of turbostratic graphite predict exactly the opposite

behavior, i.e., a band gap for low heat treated fibers which

decreases to zero as the crystallite size increases.

We can resolve this dilemma if we further utilize our simple

model to estimate the fermi velocity and el-ctron mean free paths

in each fiber. The lifetime of the delocalized electron state

responsible for the conduction of electricity across the crystal-

lite can then be simply estimated as:

vf

where: T is the lifetime

is the mean free path

vf is the fermi viscosity

The results for the same set of ex-Pan fibers used in Appendix I

are shown in Table 2. The decreasing overlap of the electron and

hole states with increasinc heat treatment can now be understood

in terms of the energy uncertainty which results from the finite

lifetime of the electrons within a single crystalite. As shown

in Table 2, the energy uncertainty increases as we go to more

8



TABLE 1. PARAMETERS OBTAINED FROM SIMPLE TWO-BAND MODEL

- Sample HTT c (eV) r (eV) (1,2) P(12 /mL ) (3) P(10 18 / gm) (2) v (106 m/s) (2) (2)

0 F f

A >3000 0.025 0.027 2.7 1.3 0.87 300

B 3000 0.029 0.031 3.2 1.5 0.94 230

. C 2850 0.043 0.046 4.7 2.3 1.14 130

0 2700 0.052 0.053 5.4 2.8 1.23 100

E 2200 0.134 0.136 13.6 7.4 1.95 40

(1) From top of valence band.
(2) Assuming m/mo = 0.012.

• (3) P = hole density.

The parameters obtained from a fit of the simple two band model to Resistance vs
Temperature data. The measured value of the resistivity was also used. The
value of m/mo was chosen to give a 40 mean free path in fiber E. This value
is consistent with effective masses commonly found in graphite.

TABLE 2. LIFETIME BROADENING

Fiber Co(eV)  vf(Om/s) NA T(10"14 s) AE(eV)

A 0.025 0.87 300 3.44 0.019

B 0.029 0.94 230 2.45 0.027
A

C 0.043 1.14 130 1.14 0.057

D 0.052 1.23 100 0.81 0.08

E 0.134 1.95 40 0.2 0.32

TtAE =h/2,

The lifetime of electrons in crystallites (T) is calculated from the ratio of the
electron mean free path (A) to the electron fermi velocity (vf). The uncer-
tainty in the energy levels near the fermi level, E, is calculated from the Heis-
enber Uncertainty Principle and is also shown. This result provides a simple
explanation for the increasing overlap, co, with decreasing modulus obtained
from the resistance temperature data and the simple two-band model.

9



disordered fibers, and is comparable to or larger than the esti-

mated overlap. Thus, even if an isolated basal plane has zero
overlap or even a band gap, the short residence time for the

electron on that plane broadens the enerqy levels and thus gives

rise to a band overlap. Our model for the electronic properties

of these fibers is one in which we have assumed that the conduc-

tivity is limited by the transit time across crystallites, and by

the scatterino which occurs at the boundary. As the transit time

becomes shorter, one would expect to reach a point where the

transition time between crystallites may limit the conductivity.

Thus, one would have to model the conduction in the disordered

regions of the fiber instead of the crystalline regions. This

observation provides some insight into the anomolous resistance-

temperature behavior of low modulus, high strength carbon fibers

(see Appendix II). These fibers have a smaller crystallite size

(by about a factor of 2) than the lowest modulus fiber listed in

Tables 1 and 2 and thus intercrystallite transition rates may be

more important. We still do not have an explanation for the re-

sistance maximum in these fibers, but we do believe that it is

related to the disorder at crystal boundaries.

IV. PIEZORESISTANCE OF CARBON AND GRAPHITE FIBERS

When a fiber is put under uniaxial stress, the fractional

change in resistance per unit strain is called the piezoresis-

tance. The most obvious reason for the existance of piezoresis-

tance is that the geometry of the fiber changes. Earlier workers

have also mentioned a number of other possible effects such as

changes in orientation1 1 and interparticle contact with stress.
6

We have assumed that these changes are less important than the

changes in fiber geometry and the conductivity of the carbon

planes. In order to understand these geometric effects fully,

however, it is necessary to model both the piezoresistance, as

well as to model the mechanical response of the fiber. Such
modelling will require quantitative information on the micro-

10
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structure. We have therefore broken this section into several

parts. After discussinq the theory of piezoresistance and of the

mechanical properties, we describe the results of careful x-ray

diffraction measurements on our fibers. We then describe the

conclusions which can be reached thus far from our experiments.

The importance of also doin hydrostatic pressure measurements is

then discussed. Finally, the potential importance of effects not

included in our simple models are reviewed.

1. Piezoresistance Theory:

We have divided the piezoresistance into three terms:

ZR - alno*_- = -. + Z 1 - Z
_rz y Y X Z'Z ZZ 3Ezz

where:

E y'y = the fractional increase in fiber length;

+ E
z 'z = the fractional increase in cross sectional area;

E = the fractional change in the basal plane separ-
ation.

One can therefore write:

____ R = 1 - 2v + 7q
EyyR y Iy

where:

v = Poisson's ratio (change in diameter/change in

length).

The first two terms are just the change in resistance due to the

change in fiber geometry with uniaxial strain. The third term

represents what we feel will be the dominant change in conduc-

* tivity for three dimensionally ordered graphite crystallites; the

11



increasing carrier density (and likewise increasing conductivity)

*as the basal planes are squeezed closer together. The factor of

* 7 in this term comes from the fact that the carrier density is
*proportional to the band overlap. In our simple model one ex-
* pects the overlap to be about twice the absolute value of Y2 (the

interaction energy between carbon atoms on neighboring basal

* planes). The logarithmic derivative Of Y2 with respect to c-axis

strain has been measured in single crystal graphite to be about
7. 712

Since none of our fibers have complete stacking order (see

Section IV-4, Figures 6a, 9, and Appendix III), we have multi-

plied the c-axis strain term by the factor q which will be
*between zero and one. If the entire carrier density were due to

the band overlap caused by the interaction between carbon atoms
in neighboring basal planes, and if the fiber had complete 3-

* dimensional stacking order as in graphite, then q would equal 1.

Since it is clear from the x-ray diffraction that the stacking

order is incomplete even in the most graphitic fibers, q will
* always be less than one and will go to zero for completely turbo-

stratic materials. This effect will cause q to decrease with

* decreasing modulus. There are two other factors which will make

q less than 1. As already discussed, a large part of the band
overlap is probably caused by the lifetime broadening of the con-
duction electron energy levels. We saw that this was roughly

* equal to the overlap expected for graphite in the highest modulus

ex-PAN fibers. In those fibers, we would therefore guess that q

* will be less than one half from this effect alone. Lower modulus

fibers have even more overlap due to lifetime broadening result-

0ing again in a lower q. Finally, we must remember that at room

temperature many of the charge carriers are thermally excited.

Within the simple two band model used, the number of thermally

excited carriers is insensitive to the band overlap. In high

modulus ex-PAN fibers at room temperature about half the carriers

are thermally excited, thus reducing q by another factor of two.

12



This reduction will be smaller as the modulus gets smaller.

Oualitatively we expect that low modulus fibers will have a posi-

tve piezoresistance dominated by the fractional increase in

length and decrease in cross-sectional area. High modulus fibers
will have an additional negative term in the piezoresistance

since ezz will be negative (i.e. there will be compression

along the c-axis) in most of the crystallites.

2. Theory of Mechanical Properties

In order to discuss the mechanical properties of these

fibers, we again assume they are made up of graphite-like crys-

tallites. Each crystallite will not have its c-axis exactly per-

pendicular to the fiber axis. This misorientation will be criti-

cal in determining the elastic properties. We have calculated

the effective Young's modulus, Poisson ratio, and change in c-

axis spacing for a crystal misoriented with respect to the fiber

axis by an arbitrary amount. If we assume a uniform stress model

for the fiber, the Young's modulus, Poisson ratio, and average

chanqe in c-axis spacing can be determined from the following

equations:

y'y' 2 221W) W'' = lY = Sii(1-w) + (2S 1 3 +S44)w 2 (1_w 2 ) + S3 3w
4

y y

xx '+ z z1 2v

(S 1 1 +S 3 3 -S4 4 )w2 (1-w2 ) + S1 3 (2w
4-w 2 +1) + S1 2 (1-w

2

C
zz

= S13(1-w ) + S33w 2

ay,y

w2 <sin 2 > w4 = <sin e>

13



The average values of sin 2 and sin 4 can be obtained from x-ray

diffraction as will be discussed later.

One of the major problems with this approach is that one

needs to know the elastic constants of the crystallites. Al-

though S11 and S1 2 should be close to their sinqle crystal value

(see Table 3), it is well known that S44 is sensitive to defects

and disorder. 12 In addition, the value for S13 in araphite is

still uncertain, with the usually accepted value being -0.33E-

12/Pa. However, thermal expansion data indicates that a value as

large as -1.8E-12/Pa may be correct for single crystals. We have

therefore calculated the three properties of interest to the

piezoresistance for a range of choices of S4 4 and S13. The

* single crystal values were used for the remaining elastic con-

* stants. The results are shown in Figures 2-4. Young's Modulus

depends primarily on orientation and S44 and is not strongly

dependent on S13. The Poisson ratio and c-axis strain depend

primarily on S1 3 for well oriented fibers, and on S4 4 for poorly

*oriented fibers.

" Our approach has been to use the measured value of Young's

o modulus to determine the value of S44. This requires an accurate

determination of the crystallite orientation distribution.

Therefore, we will discuss this measurement before proceeding

further.

3. Orientation

The orientation distribution of the graphite basal planes

can be determined directly from any (002) diffraction line (see

Figures 5a and b) . The average values of sin 2O and sin 4 8 can be

calculated from the data, although these averages are extremely

sensitive to the tails of the distribution. Most researchers2 4

have assumed a functional form for the distribution such as:

I(8) = cosne

14



TABLE 3. ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF GRAPHITF CRYSTALS
(1 }

Elastic Moduli Elastic Compliance

(x 1010 Pa) (x 10 - 12 Pa -

C11 = 1.06 S1 1  = 0.98

C 1 2  = 0.18 S 12  = -0.16

C 1 3  = 0.015 S 1 3  = -0.33, -1.8(2)

C 3 3 = 0.0365 S 3 3 = 27.5

C44 = 0.0045 S44 = 240

(1) From ref 12.

(2) From thermal expansion data.

The accepted values of the elastic constant of sinqle-crystal

graphite are shown. The value of S13 is uncertain, and two

values obtained from different experiments are qiven.

0
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The average values can then be determined simply by measuring the

full width at half maximum (FWHM) or full width at half integral

intensity (FWHII), determining the value of n, and then calculat-

ing the integrals analytically. For the above described distri-

bution, the FWHM and FWHII are almost equal. However, these val-

ues are very different in all the x-ray patterns we have checked

thus far. This implies the above choice is probably not an

accurate representaion of the distribution function. A Gaussian

distribution has FWHM=1.74 x FWHII which is closer to what we

observe (see Table 4). The values of <sin 2 (e)> calculated

directly from the x-ray data are in reasonable agreement with

those calculated from the value of the FWHII and assuming a Gaus-

sian distribution.

We used <sin 2 6> calculated directly from the distribution

function to calculate the effective elastic constants and c-axis

strain (see Table 5). Because of the uncertainty in the value of

the elastic constants, we have used the measured value of Young's

modulus (Y) for each fiber, and single crystal values for all

elastic constants except S44 in order to determine an effective

S44 .

The calculated values of S44 are much lower than the single

crystal value of 240E-12/Pa. The low value is expected from the

high defect concentrations in these materials. Given the large

number of uncertainties in this calculation, only the following

qualitative trends are considered significant:

(1) Very high modulus fibers (GR-21 and P-100) have lower values

of S44 than lower modulus fibers. This is consistent with

earlier observations that the torsional modulus of fibers
decreases at high values of Young's modulus. 13 It is also in

14agreement with a similar analysis by Reynolds. It is op-

posite to what one might expect based upon the increasing

three dimensional order of these fibers. At present, we

have no explanation for this effect.

19
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TABLE 4. MISORIENTATION DISTRIBUTION

Fiber e(FWHM) O(FWHII) Ratio

Celion 32.5 20.6 1.6
G-50 17.6 11.4 1.5
GY-70 10.8 7.5 1.4
GR-21 9.4 5.8 1.6 -

VSB 13.5 8.0 1.7
VSC 10.4 5.9 1.8
P-100 7.1 4.0 1.8

The full width at half maximum (FWHM), the f ull width
at half integral intensity (FWHII), and their ratio
are shown for both ex-PAN and ex-Pitch Fibers. The

* ratio would be 1.7 for a Gaussian distribution, and
near 1 for a cosnO distribution.

TABLE 5. S4 4 FROM YOUNG'S MODULUS

Fiber Y(E12Pa) e(FWHII) S4a+(E-12/Pa)

Celion 0.37 20.6 18.6
G-50 0.56 11.4 22.4
GY-70 0.73 7.5 18.8
GR-21 0.93 5.8 12.2

VSB 0.45 8.0 66
VSC 0.66 5.9 54
P-100 0.96 3.6 21
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(2) Pitch fibers have larger values of S4 than ex-PAN fibers of

similar modulus. This can be understood in terms of the

lower number of defects in ex-pitch fibers which tie basal

planes together. Pitch fibers are more three dimensionally

ordered than ex-PAN fibers, thus implying that the changes

in S44 are not correlated with stackinq order.

(3) As the modulus increases, the Poisson ratio also increases.

This is simply a consequence of the increasinq orientational

order in the fibers.

4. Three-Dimensional Order

As discussed in Appendix III, carbon fibers have a gradually

improving correlation of atoms in neighboring basal planes with

increasing heat treatment. This means that the structure is get-

ting closer to that of graphite, and that interplane interactions

are becoming more important to the electrical properties. The

parameter, q, which was defined earlier, is a measure of the

importance of interplane interactions.

Figures 6a-g show 11k diffraction scans on 4 ex-PAN fibers

and 3 ex-Pitch fibers. The width of the 110 line is due both to

in plane crystallite size and to the lack of 3-dimensional order.

As one goes to higher modulus fibers, the 110 line sharpens and a

distinct 112 line appears. This means that there are long range

correlations in the position of carbon atoms on different basal

planes. The diffraction pattern is still very different from

fully crystalline graphite, since in graphite the ratio of the

112 intensity would be larger than the 110 intensity.

5. Results From Piezoresistance

As can be seen from Figures 7 and 8, the measured piezore-

sistance of low modulus fibers is positive and that of high modu-

21
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lus fibers is negative, as expected. In Figures 9a-e, we show our

calculation of the piezoresistance in two limits:

(1) no change in carrier density with strain -- labelled 2-D

since this is what we expect for a completely turbostratic

fiber (i.e., q=O);

(2) the chanqe in carrier density given by that expected for

single crystal graphite at low temperatures under the same

average strain along the c axis (i.e., q=1).

Of course we are still assuming (as we have throughout) that

changes in conductivity only occur because of changes in carrier

density on the basal planes. Notice that whenever S 1 3=-1.8E-12/

Pa the experimentally determined piezoresistance falls between

our two theoretical limits. When S1 3 =-0.33E-12/Pa much of the

data falls outside the range expected in our model. The error

bars on the data are primarily due to the fact that many samples

have a non-linear piezoresistance. The place where the 2-D and

3-D limits cross is where there is no change in the average

interplanar spacing. It is interesting to note that those fibers

exhibiting negative piezoresistance also showed the most non-lin-

ear piezoresistance, while those near the place where the average

c-axis strain is zero (for small values of S44) had the most

linear piezoresistance.

When S44 is chosen close to the values obtained from Young's
modulus and the measured values of sin e, the high modulus fibers

have negative piezoresistance remarkably close to the 3-D limit.

However, when a larqer value of S44 is used, the fibers will have

a small value of q consistent with our earlier discussion. This

may imply that other mechanisms are also important to the piezo-

resistance, or that our model for the elastic constants should be

improved. These points will be discussed in Part 7. m
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We show the first measurement of piezoresistance in an in-

tercalated fiber in Figure 10. The fiber was a mixture of stage

1 and stage 2 CuCl 2 -intercalated graphite, with some uninterca-

lated graphite still observable in x-ray diffraction. The re-

sistance was about 20 times lower than the unintercalated P-100

fibers from which the sample was made. Suprisingly, the piezore-

- sistance is negative. This implies that the charge transfer in

this compound depends upon c-axis strain. The data shown in Fig-

ure 10 is from one of two measurements made thus far. Both gave

very similar results.

6. Hydrostatic Pressure Experiments

The considerable uncertainty in the elastic constants of the

graphite crystallites makes detailed analysis of piezoresistance

difficult. There are two ways in which we are trying to elimin-

ate these uncertainties. One is to measure the c-axis compres-

sion directly during uniaxial stress. Since it is difficult to

assure that all filaments in a bundle have the same stress, it

will be necessary to do this work on single filaments. This

would also have to be coupled with an accurate determination of

the orientation distribution, preferably also done on the same

single filament. Given the difficulties in accurately measuring

the tails of the distribution on small bundles of fibers, such

work on single filaments will be extremely time consuming.

A more promising approach is to measure the changes in fiber t

properties with hydrostatic pressure. Unlike the case of uniax-

- ial stress, it is straightforward to apply an equal hydrostatic

4 pressure to many filaments at once. A direct determination of

the change in c-axis spacing with hrydrostatic pressure will pri-

marily determine the sum: S3 3 +2S1 3. As summarized in Table 6,

the change in resistance with hydrostatic pressure is determined
by the same sum of elastic constants, and of course by the factor

32
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TABLE 6. HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE

w sine

CY - :bi(w2 >)(Sll+S 2 +Sl)+<w 2>(2Sl3 +S 3 3 j

P
E~X'X'+ Ez'zV - L1+<w2 >(Sll+S12+Sl3 )+(1-<w 2>(2Sl 34.S 3 3 )j

P

E:* 3 L2S13+S331
*2-D R Change with P

1 AR 1

- L1-2<w2>)(2Sl3+S3 3 )+2<w2 >(SII+Sl2+SI3)I
P R 3

* which for well oriented fibers gives

1 AR 1
- - - -(2S 1 3 +S 3 3 )

P R 3

3-D R Change with P

1lAR 1
-=- (2S1 3-IS3 3 )(1-7q)
P R 3
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q defined previously. Thus, in addition to more information

about the elastic constants of the fibers, one would have a

fairly direct determination of q. This would provide the best

test of our model. These measurements are in progress.

Recently, Fischbach 1 5 reported that low modulus fibers show

a decrease in resistance with increasing hydrostatic pressure

while high modulus fibers show a very small increase in resis-

tance. The decrease observed in the low modulus fibers may be

due to changes in interparticle contacts in the fibers. Prelim-

inary results by I. Spain indicate that the resistance of low

modulus 16 fibers decrease under oil pressure, but not under qas

pressure. The gas can presumably penetrate the porosity of the

low modulus fibers, and thus does not change intercrystalline

contacts as much as oil pressure. The high modulus fibers

studied by Fischbach presumably have a small amount of 3-D order.

These fibers were not characterized by x-ray diffraction, so it

is difficult to say how they compare with the samples looked at

in our work.

7. Other Effects

We have concentrated on what we feel are the two simplest

effects of stress on resistance in carbon and graphite fibers.

Most other work on piezoresistance has concentrated on the un-

wrinkling ribbon model of Ruland.1 7 In that model, Young's modu-

lus is determined not soley by the orientation of crystallites,

but also by their ability to reorient under stress. This effect

has been observed both in x-ray diffraction11 and in measurements

in the changes ir Younq's modulus with increasing strain.

Beetz1 8 has found, for example that the chanqe in Young's modulus

with increasing strain is larger in pitch fibers than in PAN

fibers. Such effects would have to be included in a complete

quantitative theory of piezoresistance. An increasinq orienta-
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tion with strain would reduce the positive term in the piezore-

sistance from geometric changes, since the effective path length

electrons would not increase even though the length would. In

addition, the compression along the c-axis of the crystallites

would increase as the orientation improves. These two effects

would combine to make the predictions of our model more negative

and may be an explanation for the piezoresistance being so close

to the 3-D (i.e., q near 1). In addition, such effects could

explain the non-linear nature of piezoresistance in some of the

fibers (particularly those of intermediate modulus like GY-70),

since the expected piezoresistance is extremely sensitive to our

choice of crystalline elastic constants. These could also be

changing with orientation.

Another effect neglected in our model is the effect of de-

fects and disorder on the piezoresistance. It is expected that

defects control the position of the fermi level with respect to

the band edges, and thus the carrier concentration. If the

charge transfer to these defects depends upon the strain, one

would expect additional contributions to the resistance changes.

It is our belief that a complete theory based on the simple model

used here, but incorporating a larger number of mechanical and

electrical characterizations, and including changes in orienta-

tion and elastic constants with stress, would be particularly

valuable in elucidating the role and nature of defects in carbon

and graphite fibers. For example, if the primary defects con-

tributing to the electron density were interstitial carbon atoms

between basal planes, one would expect them to have an increasing

charge transfer with decreasing distance between the basal

planes. This could be another source of negative piezoresistance

in high modulus fibers, and an extra source of positive piezore-

sistance in low modulus fibers.
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It is important to remember that our electrical and elastic

models are based on the properties of the small crystallites mak-

inq up the fibers. The difficulties in makinq an accurate de-

scription of the electrical properties based on the properties of

isolated crystallites are already evident from our need to invoke

the Heisenberg uncertainty relationship in order to explain the

average properties of the fibers. The problems involved in de-

termining the elastic properties of a collection of anisotropic

crystallites from the properties of the constituents is even more

difficult. Price 1 has shown that a uniform stress model is use-

ful in explaining Young's modulus in a number of graphitic mater-

ials with differing degrees of orientation. Many other work-

ers' ,18 have used this model to describe the properties of

carbon and graphite fibers. We have used the assumption of uni-

form stress for all of our calculations. This assumption should

be fairly good whenever the crystallites are fairly well ori-

ented. However, it will break down for the crystallites which

are poorly oriented. As already noted, the dependence of any of

the quantities discussed here on orientation is most sensitive to

the tails of the distribution (i.e., the most misoriented crys-

tallites), exactly the region where the uniform stress assumption

is least valid. There are numerical techniques now available

which enable one to calculate the properties of composite materi-

als which are not in the limits of uniform stress or uniform

strain. The use of carefully determined orientation distribu-

tion functions along with those techniques may allow us to assess

the importance of the highly misoriented crystallites in deter-

mining the properties of the fibers.

8. Summary and Conclusions

The mechanical properties of fibers were modelled from the

known elastic properties of qraphite using a uniform stress ap-

proximation. The shear compliance depends critically on the dis-

order in graphite, and thus was estimated from the Young's modu-

lus and measured crystallite orientation functions. The effective
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*shear modulus for the crystallites making up these fibers is be-

tween 12 and 66E-12/Pa; much less than that found in single cry-

stal. We have also calculated the Poisson ratio and c-axis com-
pression. To date, we know of no direct determination of the

Poisson ratio of carbon and graphite fibers.

The piezoresistance was modelled simply as the sum of the

geometric chanqes (determined from the estimates of Poisson's

*ratio), and the change in carrier density due to the change in

interplanar spacinq. The model readily explained why the piezo-

resistance is negative only in fibers which show three dimension-

al order in their x-ray patterns. All the data fell reasonably

well between the limits found by neglecting c-axis strain (as one

* might expect for turbostratic materials) and including it along

* /with the known dependence of the electron density in graphite.

The values obtained for the piezoresistance provide some indica-

* •tions for the best choice of graphite elastic constants and the

*deqree of three-dimensional order, but considerably more work is

needed to make these estimates quantitative.

V. PROPERTIES OF INTERCALATED FIBERS

In this section, our work on intercalated fibers is des-

" cribed; with particular emphasis on numerous unpublished results

for AsF 5 intercalation compounds. Some preliminary results on

the intercaltion of metal-chlorides will be described at the end

of the section.

Although intercalation compounds of graphite have been known

for many years (for a recent review, see reference 21), interest

in them was renewed when it was reported that AsF 5 intercalation
22

- compounds had conductivities higher than copper. Althouah it is

now generally accepted that the maximum observed conductivity for

AsF 5-graphite compounds is about 0.6 times that of copper, this

is still the best conducting intercalation compound presently
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known. The high conductivity is due to the large increase in

chare carriers caused by the reaction of AsF 5 with graphite

along with absence of significant lattice distortion which would

reduce the mobility of carriers in the basal planes. Attempts to

increase the carrier density beyond that obtained with AsF 5 has

generally resulted in a significant reduction in mobility.2 3 F24

For example, the addition of F2 to AsF 5 (or other metal-flouride

compounds) causes the conductivity to decrease dramatically at
23high concentrations. We have observed similar behavior in

fibers, whereby the intercalation of a metal-fluoride plus F2

causes the conductivity to go through a maximum before intercala-

tion is complete.
2 5

The high conductivity of AsF5 intercalation compounds would

be technologically useful if such compounds could be made in a

stable fiber form. Although many qraphite fibers are easily in-

- tercalated with AsF 5 , the conductivity achieved is much lower

than that obtained usinq highly oriented pyrolytic graphite

(HOPG). This is because of the importance of defect scattering

in fibers, as already discussed. Thus, if the charge transfer is

the same as in HOPG, the conductivity of an intercalated fiber

will be significantly less than similarly intercalated HOPG.

However, it is not completely obvious that the charge transfer

will be the same in fibers and HOPG. The small crystallite size

and high concentration of defects and disordered carbon could, in

principle, affect the chemistry of intercalation. We therefore

attempted to determine the importance of fiber microstructure on

intercalation of AsF 5 by examininq low concentration compounds

made from both fibers and HOPG.

Samples were prepared by allowing a predetermined pressure

drop from a measured volume of AsF5, and then sealing the pyrex
sample chamber. The actual weight uptake was then determined by

weighing the sample along with the pyrex tubing. Since our pri-

mary means of study was x-ray absorbtion, samples were designed
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to be between 0.3 and 1 absorption lengths for x-rays near the As

K edge. This corresponded to fiber samples 1-2 mm thick with a

concentration of AsF 5 in the range of 1-10%. Such low concentra-

tion samples could not be studied with x-ray diffraction, since

the small concentration of AsF 5 did not change the diffraction
pattern at all. At slightly higher concentration, high stage

material could be observed. When the concentration was 18.5% by

weiaht, stage 9 AsF 5 intercalated graphite could be seen. All

" diffraction experiments used Mo K radiation so that the sealed

iU pyrex ampules could easily be penetrated with the beam.

When there is no evidence for intercalation, one might have

thought that all the AsF 5 had been adsorbed at defects and in the

microporosity of the fibers. X-ray absorption clearly showed

that this was not the case. First of all, the absorption edge of

the AsF 5 was not present, but edges similar to those observed

for AsF 6 and AsF 3 were clearly observed. In addition, the

amounts of the two species were found to be in a ratio of 2:1, as

expected if the reaction were:

3AsF 5 - 2AsF6 + AsF 3 + 2e+ (Ref 10)

Secondly, the polarization of the x-rays could be used to

determine that the AsF 3 was oriented in the fibers. The plane

formed by the fluorine is parallel to the graphite basal planes.

As shown in Appendix IV, the major difference between our

low concentration fiber samples and similarly prepared HOPG sam-

ples was that no free AsF 5 could be observed in the fibers. In

the HOPG, about 45% of the As was present as AsF 5. This was in

agreement with many other estimates of charge transfer in high
26concentration AsF 5  , although in clear disagreement with the

10results of Bartlett et al using x-ray absorption. Although our

sample had only 7.5% AsF5 by weight, it is possible that it was

composed of small low stage (i.e., high concentration) regions

and pure graphite. In that case, the AsF5 concentration would be
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, that expected of a high concentration sample. However, it is

suprisinq that any unreacted AsF 5 would not find the pure graph-

ite and then react further.

The orientation of the As+ 3 species in the fibers is much

higher than expected. As shown in Appendix IV, if one assumes

perfect orientation and 100% polarization of the x-rays, then one

can conclude that the AsF 3 molecule (if that is the As+ 3 spe-

cies) must be flattened a little in order to explain the polari-

zation dependence of the absoption. All the expected errors and

experimental uncertainties would tend to lower the polarization

dependence and thus increase the amount by which the AsF 3 is dis-

torted. In addition, when one sample was cryopumped, the orien-

tation dependent part of the signal was significantly reduced.

If the orientation effect is coming from only part of the As+ 3

species, that species cannot be AsF 3. The other explanation is

that the orientation of the AsF3 in the graphite is a sensitive

function of the equilibrium partial pressure over the sample.

Experiments on a larger set of samples, as well as on HOPG are

needed to clarify this situation.

Studies of both the electrical and mechanical properties of

AsF 5 intercalated fibers were hindered by the lack of stability

of these materials. Early efforts to encapsulate samples in a

moisture barrier polyurethane (sold as MACAP by Capsulated Sys-

tems Inc., Dayton, Ohio) looked promising. Stage 2 AsF 5 interca-

lated yarns showed no change in x-ray diffraction for six months

after being coated with MACAP. A technique for coating single

filaments with MACAP without removing them from the vacuum system

in which the intercalation was carried out was then developed.

The resistance of the intercalated material was stable when ex-

treme care was taken to dry the MACAP and its trichloroethane

solvent. However, upon removal of the coated filament from the

; vacuum system, the resistance increased by at least a factor of
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two within an hour. This is probably due to the finite permea-

1bility of all polymers to moisture.

After attempts to coat the intercalated sample with a moist-

ure barrier were abandoned, we developed a technique to transfer

samples to our helium refrigerator in a vacuum atmosphere qlove

box. Although the moisture content of the box was kept below 0.5

parts per million, the resistance of the sample always increased

by at least a factor of two during the transfer. These difficul-

ties with handling AsF 5-treated fibers for electrical measure-

ments were not expected, based on our experience in preparing

samples for x-ray diffraction. Generally, there was no change in

x-ray diffraction pattern when samples were prepared by: trans-

ferring to a sealed ampule in a glove box; sealing a sealed am-

pule right off the vacuum system; or coating intercalated samples

with polyurethane or epoxy. It is clear that the electrical

properties are sensitive to small chemical changes which do not

affect the overall structure. Changes in the properties of AsF 5-

intercalated HOPG stored in a glove box for many months have been

reported by Markowitz.27 The stability problem is even more seri-

ous for fiber compounds because of the small diameter (8-15

* micrometers depending upon the decree of intercalation) and large

surface to volume ratio for fibers.

In spite of these stability problems, some preliminary

mechanical tests were done on stage 2 AsF 5-intercalated ex-PAN

yarns which were coated with MACAP and epoxy. As already men-

tioned, these samples had stable x-ray diffraction patterns. The

modulus decreased an average of 15% from similarly prepared yarns

which were not intercalated. This decrease was calculated with-

out correcting for the increased diameter of the fibers, since it

is expected that only the carbon planes will be load bearing.

One can therefore conclude that intercalation does not signifi-

cantly reduce the Younq's modulus of the carbon planes in a high
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modulus graphite fiber. This is similar to the results of Oshima

and Woolam2 8 on CuCl2 -intercalated ex-pitch fibers.

We also made well staged metal chloride intercalation com-

pounds using ex-PAN fibers. Stage 2 FeCI 3 as well as stage 3

MnCl2 -intercalated fibers were synthesized usina standard tech-

niques. The resistivity of the MnCI 2 intercalated fiber was

about 500 micro-ohm-cm, significantly higher than the 300 micro-

ohm-cm of the neat ex-PAN fiber. The increase in resistivity of

a metal-chloride intercalation compound is very unusual and de-

serves further study. The temperature coefficient of the resis-

tivity was found to be positive near room temperature, indicating

that the fiber was indeed intercalated. CuCl 2 -intercalated ex-

* pitch fibers were also synthesized, and the electrical conduc-

tivites observed were in good agreement with those obtained by

Oshima et al. 1

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED FUTURE WORK

There are many interesting questions which deserve addition-

al study. As discussed in the previous section, the As-F species

which form in low concentration samples is still unknown. The

large changes in electrical properties in high concentration AsF 5

compounds without any observable structural change is also not

understood. There are also many other interesting intercalation

compounds (such as MnCI2 ) whose electrical properties are essen-

tially unknown.

In addition to these questions which are directly related to

intercalation compounds, our understanding of the structure/prop-

erty relationships of the neat carbon and graphite fibers is also

incomplete. I believe this will be the most fruitful area in

which to work, since the neat fibers are already of technological

* importance, and since an understanding of the properties of
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intercalated fibers may depend critically on our understanding of

fthe precurser graphite.

Our efforts at modelling both the electrical and electro-

S-mechanical properties of neat carbon and graphite fibers has

already improved our understanding of these materials. These

have relied on careful x-ray diffraction characterizations of

three dimensional order and orientation. It is important that

the diffraction work be continued to help our understanding of

the nature of the correlations which occur even in turbostratic

material. Crystallite size measurements as a function of orien-

tation in the fiber will also improve our picture of the micro-

structure of these materials. The combination of piezoresistance

with hydrostatic pressure measurements will provide an important

test of our models. With the increase in information provided by

these experiments, it will be possible to test more sophisticated

elastic and electronic models which will enable more quantitative

*predictions to be made.

We have been successful in modellina high modulus fibers

primarily because their properties are dominated by the proper-

O* ties of the qraphite crystallites of which they are composed.

This is not the case for the more disordered carbon fibers, and

efforts should continue to understand the nature and importance

of the disordered carbon in these materials. Futhermore, funda-

mental studies should be extended to include even lower heat

treated pyrocarbons. These materials are becoming increasingly

important technologically. In addition, an understanding of the

materials which are made before carbonization is complete will

lead to a better understanding of the process by which high

strength carbon fibers are made.

6
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Abstract-Measurements of the resistivit of PAN-based fibers are reported for temperatures bei een 1.5 and YXI K
Particular care %4as taken to asoid sample heating problems during measurements. Fibers Asere heat-treated betieen
- 300C to abose 3000'C. corresponding to a % ide range of elastic moduli (-35-112 Msi. 244.-70 GPa A paricularls
surprising result Aas the observation of a resistivity maximum for los, modulus (35 Msi -240 GPal fiber beloA 50 K
Results are compared to those reported on bulk heat treated carbons and procarbons A qualitatise discussion of the
results is also gi% en in terms of recent models of the electronic energy levels of carbon ribbons and turbostratic carbon,

1. INTUOD'CTION Several PAN fibers were examined in this ssork. One
Carbon fibers represent one of a class of carbons which of them was heat-treated at a relatively loss temperature
include heat-treated organic precursors. pyrolytic car- (-1300°C) and has a relatively loss value of Young's
bons. glassy carbons, evaporated carbons. carbon blacks, modulus f-35 Msi. -240 GPa). At this temperature.
etc The properties of these materials depend sensitivel the fibers are impure carbons with typicall% a fes
on the microstructure and local bonding arrangement of percent of nitrogen and of the order of tenths of percent
the carbon atoms (for a review, see Ref. [1]1). of various inorganic impurities. Other fibers tested ha'e

Although carbon fibers were first used commercially higher moduli (up to 114Msi -770GPaI from heat
b% Edison before 1880. these materials were isotropic treatment to greater than 3000'C. These fibers are less
and of loss strength. High strength fibers were prepared impure and have more highly developed structure. Al-
in 1964 by groups in Great Britain (see Ref.[2]) based though fibers prepared from different precursor materials
on pol.acrylonitrile tPAN? and in the U.S. (see Ref.[3]) (e.g. rayon, PAN, pitch...) would need to be treated
using a rayon precursor. More recently, pitch-precursor differently to achieve this modulus, the electrical resis-
fibers have been prepared with improved structural tivity at room temperature has been found to correlate
properties[41 Even further improvements have been well with Young's modulus[7].
reported using vapor deposition techniques[5]. Certain gross structural features are common to all

In this paper we will be concerned with fibers based on carbon and graphite fibers (see Fig. II. The extended
PAN precursors %khich are used commercially. These aromatic networks lie parallel to one another and roughl.
fibers are prepared from commercial PAN textile by a parallel to the fiber axis. In a plane parallel to the axis.
cross-linking heat-treatment in air at -220°C. followed these planar networks undulate with mean misorientation
by carbonization at betsseen 1000 and 1300'C or partial angle which may be in the region -8-30. In the direction
graphitization between 2200-3000'C, in an inert atmos- of the fiber axis, the mean distance along relati~el.
phere The highest heat-treatment temperature (HTT) is straight portions of the networks is -100 A (10nml but
an important processing parameter, which is often used the networks must be connected over much longer dis-
to label the fiber properties. It is recognized that car- tances than this. In the plane perpendicular to the fiber
bonization and graphitization are kinetic processes and axis, the networks are probably less extensise and more
that residence time at HTT is an important parameter[6], disordered with respect to angular misalignment. There
It will be assumed that residence time is fixed. It is are still some uncertainties concerning the detail% of the
stressed that HTT is only a convenient label to dis- microstructure, but Fig. I is probably representative of
tinguish one fiber from another, and that it should be current thinking.
used with caution. There are differences between the structures of fibers

prepared from different precursors, related to the manner
'Work supported b, a grant from Celanese Research Co in which the networks are organized in the plane per-
Mnork supported bh L' S Army Research Office pendicular to the axisig]. For instance, the hexagon
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Constant current -0 M A) was passed through the fiber
via the end contacts. and the potential developed acros,
the fiber was measured using the two inner contacts
approx. I0mm apart. Typical sample resistance, were
-500-5000 ft. Sample resistances were measured by tak-

. ing the average of readings for both current directions
],I + Current was measured similarly from the potential

developed across a calibrated resistor Measurement'
were made between - 1.5 and 4 K with direct immersion
in liquid helium. Above this temperature, the sample %a,

[, immersed in gaseous helium at I atm pressure.
L20 It was found that small. irreproducible. changes \ere

recorded in the measured values of resistance upon
temperature cycling. These effects were believed due to
small changes in contacts or in the bulk of the samples It
is stressed that carbons are inhomogeneous. anisotropic
ceramics so that changes in temperature produce stresses
and strains which may lead to crack formation and ,
propagation. Extensise cycling tests %,ere carried out It
was found that changes of resistance of magnitude les,
than one part in 10' occurred in an unpredictable %kay
upon cycling, but that the resistance remained constant
to within experimental error (-I in 10' over long

'004 periods of time at fixed temperature. while the mag-
netoresistance 1.'p/p.,, also remained constant after cy-
cling. even if the base resistivity shifted slightl). Similar

Fig I. SkeLch of the structure of a high strength carbon fiber effects were observed also on bulk carbons[151. Con-
The fiber axi is vertical. (Figure adapted from Wicks[9].) sideration of sample heating effects is made in Appendix

A.
The resistance of the fiber could be determined to an

plane, often lie roughly in a circumferential fashion about accuracy of =0.01e. However. the length of the fiber
the fiber axis in ex-rayon fibers, radially or random in could only be determined to =1-. The cross-section of
ex-pitch fibers. and in an intermediate, more disordered low modulus fibers was found to be nearly circular and
fashion in ex-PAN fibers. It is noteworthy that ex-pitch the area could be determined to --7". How eser. the
fibers pass through a liquid mesophase during the heat- cross-section of the higher modulus fibers w as found to
treatment process. so that the aromatic networks be irregular (dog bonel and the area could only be
organize and order more readily under the same heat- determined to an estimated accuracy of =20'(.
treatment conditions as other fibers[4].

Certain physical properties of bulk heat-treated car-
bons. pyrocarbons and carbon fibers appear to vary 3. REStLTS
in a similar wa. as heat-treatment temperature (a) Higher modids fibers (350-70GPa: 50-112 Msi)
increases[I.2. 10. 11]. Figure 2 sketches the variation of Resistivity curves for all fibers are included in Fig. 3.
some structural and electronic properties, as proposed by where comparison is made with similar data for bulk
Mrozowski[12] for bulk carbons, with some data added carbons. In all cases, the resistivity increases as tern-
by us for fibers and pyrocarbons. As seen in Fig. 2, the perature falls (negative coefficient of resistancel. with the
resistivity (p) of bulk carbons falls as HTT increases, exception of the low-temperature behavior of the lowest
while the "crystallite size" (L.) increases. The Hall modulus fiber.
constant (RH) changes sign at HTT -1700'C and 2400cC. The temperature dependence of the resistiv its is seen
The magnetoresistance (Ap/p,J is small and takes nega- more clearly in Fig. 4 where the function F(Ti
tise values for a range of HTTs. Although there are some p(0)Ip(T) cr(T)/o(O) ((r = conductis ity is plotted. Also.
differences between bulk carbons and fibers, the trends resistivity and other data for the fibers are gi\en in Table
are similar. Other analogies will be drawn later in the 1. Trends are clear:
paper. (1) Resistivity falls with increasing HTT. Compared to

Data will be presented on the resistivity of ex-PAN heat-treated bulk carbons, the resistikits is lower for the
fibers and the results will then be discussed by analogy same value of HTT. except above -2"'00C (Fig 2).
with other carbons and using recent models of the elec- while the curve for pyrocarbons is even lower than for
tronic structure, fibers. This is presumably related to the orientation of

ribbons in the fibers along the fiber axis. Pyrocarbon, are
2. EXPERIMENrL TC INIQUES also oriented, and resistivity is correspondingly lower

Fibers were mounted on ceramic plates by attaching than bulk mesophase carbons.
them to four conducting strips using conducting epoxy. (2) Relatise changes of resistance with temperature
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Cdrbon, i-4 and fibers - Data from Refsll18, (anth- perature dependence I R dRid T below~ 50 K
racene charsi.115] (soft carbons): and present work (carbon

fibers)
1.027. 1.034 and 1.036, respectively, for the Thornel.

A Celion and Magnamite fibers, for comparison of these
three fiber types. - o15Kb upnMeasurements were taken dont% . b upn
on liquid helium. At the lowest temperature, the positixe
slope. dR,'dT. was not diminished for anN of the fibers. as

* D shown in Fig. 5.

-,j 4. DISCU'SSION'
- ,,>k~ - (a) General trends and comparisons with other carbons

Much of our understanding of the properties of car-
20D bons Comes from heat-treatment of bulk aromatic

6 ~~~~~~~~~~~Fig 4 The s ariation with temperature of the resistisit function hdoabn.Sneteeetia rpriso on
pwii .T i - I for seseral fibers Identification of fiber types is mercial fibers esolve in a similar way to these bulk
gisen in Iable 1 Theoretical point s are discussed in Section 4(bi. carbons. as structural perfection increases, a brief out-

line of the properties of bulk carbons will be given first
are greater for higher modulus fibers heal-treated to A model for the variation of measured properties and
higher temperature. evolution of -crystallite- size and electronic Structure of

These trends are similar to those observed by other bulk carbons is given in Fig. 2. due to Mrozo'sskill11
%korkers 14. 10. 11. There are three ma jor types of electronic behaN ior w, hich

result when bulk graphitizing carbons are heat-treated
(bM LiwA modulus fibers (240 GPa: 35 Msil (1) Non-conducting, impure carbons result from HTT

The most unusual result of the present measurements O800C. The material can be regarded as, a collection of
is the occurrence of a maximum in the resistivity at aromatic molecules consisting of a fesw rings Coulson et
-25 K for the Thornel 300 fiber and -35 K for' the al11] sho%%ed for several benzene-deris ati% e sstems that

*Celion 3(XIO and Magnamite fibers. plotted in greater the gap separating bonding and antibonding states closesa's
detail in Fig 5. The resistance maximum for the Thorntl the number of the aromatic rings in the molecule increase-
300 fiber is sharper than that for the Celiort 3000 and Accordingl . the steep drop in the resistiv it%. vs HTT curs e
Magnamite fibers. However, the overall form of pIT) for can be attributed to the increase int the mean molecular
the three types is similar. The ratio Of Pn-.IPA : equals size.
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(2) Graphite material results from very high HTTs have been made on ex-PAN fibers[10] and are compared
(e.g. 23000'C). In this region, the bulk carbon ap- to similar data on bulk samples[20] which closely follok
proximates a graphite with small crystallite size. Hall data (Fig. 6). The two curves follow closel, cross-
Graphite is the semimetallic three-dimensional, crystal- ing zero at HTT- I 100'C and 1600'C. Above HTT -

line form of carbon, in which there is a regular ABAB 2300"C, differences are expected between the behavior of
stacking sequence of the layer planes, and in which the ex-PAN fibers and bulk, mesophase carbons, because of
valence and conduction bands overlap by -40 meV[17]. the relative ease with which the bulk carbons graphitize
Heat-treated carbons graphitize to different extents after If the change of sign of the Hall coefficient and ther-
typical heat-treatment times, so that property differences mopower for HTT -1700'C can be related to the passage

" . are expected betwseen bulk mesophase carbons and fibers of the Fermi level through the region of separation.
prepared from various precursors. touching or overlap of the conduction and valence bands.

--. (3) Turbostratic carbons result from intermediate then it would be expected for the densit, of states and
HTs (800 , HTT c 3000cC). All of the fibers studied in densit. of free carriers to pass through a minimum The
this paper fall into this category. Properties at the upper densit, of free carriers has been estimated b% Arnold
end of the HTT range depend sensitively on the type of and Mrozowski[21. 12] from esr measurements, and their
carbon. Certain bulk carbons graphitize well below results are depicted in Fig 7. No minimum is observ ed
3000-C. The consentional picture of a turbostratic carbon near HTT -1700'C. Also, the variation of resistilt. is
emphasizes the random stacking of aromatic networks, smooth through this range of HTT.
as opposed to the regular ABAB stacking sequence of
crystalline graphite. A subsequent paper will consider the (b) Earlier band models for furbostratic carbons
structure of the fibers in greater detail. Mrozowski[12] indicated that there ,were no good

At the lower end of this range. the resistivity versus models for the electronic energy bands in this region.
temperature plots indicate a change from "semiconduc- marking it with a question mark (Fig. 2). Boy and
ting" to "metallic". This transition has been investigated Marchand(22] also considered several simple models for
in detail by Delhaes and collaborators (see Ref.[18] for the bands and tried to fit values of the para- and
a review). They argue that metallic carriers exist in diamagnetic susceptibilities and the Hall effect simul-
isolated regions well before the onset of bulk metallic taneously. without success.
conductivity, and that the transition is of the An example of the difficulties encountered with the use
percolatise[19] type. In this case. macroscopic conduc- of simple band models can be seen from the work of
tivit, arises when regions of relatively high conductivity Bulawa et al.[23], who carried out measurements on the
link over the dimensions of the samp;e so that a high variation of Hall coefficient of bulk carbons doped with
conductivity path becomes available. acceptors and donors. They interpreted their results in

In the intermediate HTT region (e.g. 900 HTT, terms of a simple two-band model. The band overlap was
1800) the resistivity remains roughly constant for bulk then inferred from the variation of the Hall coefficient
carbons. while the Hall coefficient changes from negative with doping. Surprisingly. it was found that for HTT
belos -1700'C to positive above. The magneto-resis- ;-2400'C the band overlap remained roughly constant.
tance is very small below -1500'C but is negative for This is the range of HTT where X-ray data indicate that
HTT --230 C. Hall data have not been reported for graphitization occurs, so that the band overlap should
fibers However. thermoelectric power measurements vary from close to zero for HTT -2400'C to the value

for single crystal graphite (40 meV) at HTT -3500:C. In
the range 2200 < HTT < 2400CC. a 207 decrease in the
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carhon,I201 and carbon fibers [t0] both as a function of HTT are also included
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band overlap -as inferred. then an increase in the over- A typical fit to the data is illustrated in Fig. 9 for fiber

lap for HTT C200(. B. Data obtained for fibers A through E are gisen in

A similar trend is found if the conductivity-tem- Table 2. based on a model in which e was held constant

perature curves are fitted for the present fibers. Klein [24] with temperature

found that a simple t'ko-band model (STBM) could fit the Tvwo important qualitative features emerge from these

carrier density for a number of pyrocarbons over a data: (1) The band overlap t,, increases with decreasing

measurement temperature range 4-1500 K. The model is modulus. as found by Bula\a el al.[231 from Hall stu-

illustrated in Fig. 8. Electron and hole bands are both dies. (2) The Fermi level lies near. but belos,. ihe bottom

assumed to be quadratic (fAo,2) with band overlap E,,. B , of the conduction band

making the simplifying assumption that electron and hole In order to proceed further. additional details need t,

mobilities are equal (p) and independent of temperature. be specified for the model. The following procedure \a,

the ratio of conductivit\ at temperature T to that at adopted. Firstl\. it was assumed that the mean free path.

T = OK can be expressed as A. for fiber E(HTT = 220VCi \kas 40 A. Then the model
was used to calculate the effectise ma"s ratio. T" vi =

o(T) kT 0.012 m,,. assuming equal masses for the conduction and
F(T) or(0) =,- valence bands (Table 2) Then. using this effectise ma"

value, the mean free path \,as calculated for the other

In[l c ,' ]} for r, <0. fibers A through D. Also. the Fermi speed. V. and
densit% of carriers. P. \ere calculated The Fermi speed

I- I compares with the energ. -independent %alue for the

4E, Wallace model[26) of 1.0, 10 m sec (V, \ "

Inf1 .. '- c } for e, 0 where a is the lattice constant 2 46 A and ,. the in-
plane overlap integral ( (leVi hich is obtained for the
ideal graphite sheet i Carrier densities are compared V ith

* those obtained b\ Mrozo ski[12] for bulk carbon, from
"- .'' N esr data in Fig The \alues obtained here are belov, hi.

&E estimates

Fig 8 Energ. %ka.e-'ector relationship for the simple tvk.-hand Fig 14 Representut e ddij nd hi lt the empe,,7ur depen-
model used in. the tet e., is the h ind o)erl.p den,c ,, re! , hii. .t' B

Tahle ' Parameters oblained from simple - r'hjn,,d mo&

Sample HTT i (eV) C 
"
e P*(10 /m3) P*(10 /g.) VF

* (
10

6 M
!) (A)

A ,3000 .025 .027 2 .7 1.3 0.87 300

B 300' .02O .031 3.2 1.5 0.9. 230

2850 .043 .0,.1 4.7 2.3 1.1, 130

P 2700 .052 .053 5.4 2.8 1.23 100

1 22110 .1 3-, .1 3 13.6 7' ,.4 1 , 0

Fr," to[ of valvr, co bind.

Assu ing rm - .().01..

hole density.
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It is emphasized that this model is extremely artificial.
Parameters for the band model have been forced to fit [
the unusual temperature dependence of the resistivity (  I
using a temperature-independent mobility. A single band
model Aould not be capable of fitting the data without

introducing defect lev els with temperature-dependent
occupancy. Although more reasonable models could be
constructed. none would be capable of explaining the
unusual combination of resistivity. Hall and esr proper-
ties for HTT near 1700'C.

However, an important point needs to be stressed. The ", -
overlap of the two bands in a simple two-band model 21 .
needs to increase with decreasing HTT. Although the 0
values of e, shown in Table I depend on the simple band
model used, the general trends are independent of this- - - - - - - . -
model. The rate at which resistance changes with tem- /
perature depends on kT/e,,. where f,, is the characteristic (b)
overlap energy. We feel that this qualitative feature is Fig 10 (a) Sketch of the ribbon used b% Chau,e ,nd
independent of the details of the to-band model adop- Hoarau[30] (b) One-dimensional energs lesel' for the .irhor.
ted. This result is at variance with theoretical models of ribbon with lo%,er edge atom% (model I (c) Withouf Io, er edge
the energ. bands to be discussed in the next section. atoms (model 21

(c) Theoretical models of the energy bands energy gap. rather than overlap, in contrast to
Recently. theoretical models have been developed for phenomenological models needed to fit the data.

the band structure of carbons. Firstly, McClure and Ribbon widths are difficult to estimate from X-raN or
Ruvalds[25] showed that the band structure of tur- electron microscope examinations, since the ribbons are
bostratic carbon (graphite sheets stacked in a random probably folded (see Fig. 1). Estimates from the aboxe
manner) was identical to that of a single sheet[26]. The fits to the susceptibility[32] are several times larger than
Landau levels for these two-dimensional sheets are those from conventional structural techniques, probabl.
unusual [27]. Bright[28,29] developed a modified model because a ribbon cannot be "seen- in entirety (phase
of this type to explain semi-quantitatively the mag- contrast effects). As HTT decreases, W decreases so
netoresistance. including negative values. It was neces- that the effective mass increases and energy separation
sary to allo, the energ, levels to be broadened due to between branches increases. These features cannot alone
the short mean free path of the carriers -resulting from explain the temperature dependence of the resistivit%.
collisions with defects. In addition, acceptor levels and nor can either of the models I and 2 account for the
localized states at the band touching region were pos- resistivity, Hall and esr results near 1700'C HTT.
tulated.

Chausse and Hoarau[30] have considered the elec- (d) The role of sample inhomogeneit%
tronic structure of sheets of carbon atoms in the form of In the preceding sections, it has been pointed out that
narrow ribbons. Two models were considered. The rib- band models can be used to fit a particular piece of
bon for model I has an odd number of rows (one edge experimental information, but that an overall explanation
smooth, the other with edge atoms, Fig. 10). while an of observed phenomena is lacking. In this section. quan-
even number (two smooth edges) characterizes model 2. titative arguments will be put forward for the role of
In both cases, the electron states consist of a set of inhomogeneity to be important in explaining obser\ed
one-dimensional dispersion relationships, as sketched in phenomena.
Figs. l(Wb) and 10ic). with wave-vector parallel to the Mrozowski et al.[33. 34] have discussed briefl the role
ribbon length In model 1, there are localized states at of a different type of inhomogeneit. to that discussed
t = 0. so that a semiconductor with gap 2.1 results. The here. In one case133] the possibilit. that photo-injected
localized states are joined to dispersise states in model 2. carriers could accumulate on larger molecules, leading to
so that a zero-gap semiconductor results, variation of charge distribution. was discus,,sed In an-

Separation betv.en energy states is indicated in Figs. other case[34], the possibilit\ of there being a distribution
10(bi and l(c). where W' is the width of the ribbon (Fig of donor or acceptor molecules was discussed for doped
l0a) Since ribbon widths - 100-500 A are to be expected carbons
in fibers. energ separations -0 --0.06 eV are expected. The type of inhomogeneit. which will be considered
Calculations are much simpler for model 2 Values for here is of a more intrinsic nature It arises because of the
effective masses in the range -0.01-0 1 m are expected statistical distribution of aromatic netAork sizes and
for the lowest branch These models have been shapes (molecular sizes and shapesl.
developed b,, Hoarau and Volphilac[31] to yield the Coulson et al.116] considered the electronic states of
magnetic susceptibility, while corresponding data for large aromatic molecules of different symmetrie, and
fibers have been fitted by McClure et al.[32] We edge configurations. The\ concluded that the energ\
emphasize that these models predict either zero or finite separating filled and unfilled states decreased \.ith in-
JPCSol 44 o -j
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crease in molecular size. and that the densi% of states of
a single sheet of carbon was being approached for mole-
cules %ith more than about 50 carbon atoms. Hoeser. ,
their calculations also showed that the energy between - .
the center of the gap and the vacuum level (intrinsic , -.

work function) changed considerabl, for different mole-
cule configurations. P,: Z e

This implies that a collection of molecules in a solid Fig 11. Sketch of a possible denirs of state, cur'.e for a
would need to exchange charge in order to equalize the disordered, inhomogeneous carbon The cure is the aggregate

electrochemical potential. In order for these effects to be for the whole material
important, the scale of the inhomogeneity must be less
than the screening length. Thi s is so for turbostratic decrease to sufficiently small values that the influence of
carbons in which charge exchange is between adjacent statistical variations of gap and intrinsic tork function
aromatic netwsorks of different sizes and edge configura- become increasingl% important. Aromatic networks hase

S. tion, (i.e. betmeen neighboring hexagonal planes). Un- net charge in some cases, so that small conducting
doubtedlx. this is also the reason for the precolative regions increase with HTT. until the percolation
nature of the insulator-to-metal transition near HTT threshold is reached.
-9OOC[18] Metallic regions in a non-metallic matrix (3) 8M -_HTT - 1500:C. The gaps continue to

would correspond to molecular configurations with high decrease as the aromatic netkork, enlarge. The overlap
or loA %alue, of sork function (for the isolated mole- of bonding and antibonding states steadils increases, so
culei which hase donated or accepted charge to give a that the densit. of conduction electrons increases (see
Fermi energ. l.ing in the conduction or valence band. Fig. 7). Since the maximum carrier densit% is -5 x 10

Although Coulson et a/.[16] shot that changes in size holestcarbon atom. the overlap of states due to work
and configuration of molecules can give rise to changes function variations must be -0.1 eV.
in intrinsic work function, it is also possible that other (4) -1500,E HMT , 2300'C. Increasing aromatic net-
factors could contribute to inhomogeneous effects. For work growth leads to a decrease in energ. gaps between
instance, suppose that the material consists of a set of states, and the variation of intrinsic work functions. so
molecules with the same intrinsic work function, but that the net overlap of "antibonding states" and "bond-
%aring band gaps. then oserlap of the anti-bonding ing states" decreases. At the minimum in the carrier
lesels in one molecule could occur with the bonding density curves of Fig. 7. the overlap must be reduced to
le,.el, for another molecule. provided that donor and/or -0.03 eV (see also Table 2).
acceptor impurities are present inhomogeneousl.. We (5) HTT -_2300:C. In this region. bulk mesophase
prefer to beliese that the inhomogeneity is caused b, a carbons tend to graphitize. while ex-PAN fibers graphi-
statistical sariation of molecular size and shape (varying tize to a lesser extent. With graphitization. a true band
band gap and intrinsic work function) since the variation overlap can occur due to the coherent interaction of
of properties A ith HTT follok s a closel% uniform pattern carbon atoms in neighboring aromatic netsorks
for carbons prepared from a wide range of precursors. Within this model. the position of the Fermi le\el ma.
and in different forms (e.g. bulk materials and fibers), be fixed b a number of factors, such as impurities.
E-Pan fibers, for example. contain nitrogen impurities, boundary atoms or configurations at the edge of aromatic
which should act as donors. However. their electrical networks, vacancies. etc. It is probabl\ imourities which
behjsior is similar to that of anthracene chars. give n-type behavior beloss HTT -160MC. but vacancies

The band model which sse en\isage for carbon fibers which gi\e the p-type character for HTT 160(YC. The
and turbostrati: carbons generall would depend in an model explains in a simple ssa. wh% the Hall coefficient
important t a\ on the inhomogeneit\. Each aromatic can change from n- to p-type for HTT - 160K0C. but the
netsork (e.g a simple ribbon of carbon atoms in a fiber) density of free electron, varies smoothl. (see Fig-."
would ha\e a densit. of states characterized by either The above features of the model also account for the
zero or posilise band gap. a, in the Chausse and Hoarau Hall measurements of Bulasa et al123] on doped car-
model In addition, there tsould be localized states in the bons. from which they inferred an increase in band
gap or region of band touching Since the sork function overlap for HTT '220C.
of each netssork is different, the aggregate densit, of An unusual feature of the present model-the simul-
states would be similar to that in Fig Il1a) and 11(b). taneous existence of localized and delocalized states for
Depending on the precursor material and HTT. there a given energy value--explains \,h\ the conductisit.
would be donor or acceptor lesels Acceptor,, are illus- does not fall for HTT - I60('C. \%here the Fermi energ-
trated in Fig 11 lies in the localized states region. The delocalized elec-

With a model of this type. the main features of the trons are associated with the interior, the localized states
results can be explained qualitati\el.: with the edge regions. of the aromatic networks. Con-

( 1) HTT !60C(Wl In this range of HTT. the energy sequently, conduction can occur along the interior of the
gap, between bonding and antibonding levels are ribbons in fibers and not be dependent on hopping of
sufficientl, large. that a net energ. gap exists, in spite of carriers in localized states. prosided that continuous

sariation of intrinsic work function current paths are asailable
(2) 6N) HTT : 8M(K C In this range. the energ. gaps This feature of the model can also explain a ser. recent
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result on the high temperature behavior of fiber resis- interactions between spins on edge, of ribbon, could be
tisit%. Beetz[35] found evidence for hopping conduc- of sufficient magnitude to explain the specifi, heat
it%1 in high strength carbon fibers above room tern- results.
perature This maN be interpreted as an additional con- Measurements of the magnetoresistance for thi, t.%pe
tribution to the conductivity which arises when the of fiber show that it is small and positi.e dovkn to I 5 K
Fermi lesel is pushed into the region of localized states (.,pipo = 10-' at IT, 1.5 K). However. preliminar. cal-
due to thermal compensation. Additional conduction culations using an ]sing-Lenz model for the spin-spir
path, ma\ be opened up. necessitating the hopping of interactions on the ribbon edges suggest that the mac:-
carriers from one ribbon to another. Hopping type con- neto-resistance contribution scaled from the temperature
ductiitl\ found in glass. carbons[36] may also be variation of the resistance belos the peak should no be
explained b\ this model. measurable until much lower temperature Future ,rk

Calculation, are being initiated to assess whether the is needed to clarify the resistance behasior of the,e
effect, of inhomogeneitv can account for observations in fibers beloox 1.5 K and to explore the magnetic field
a quantitatise sa\ dependence. Also, measurements on fiber, heat-treated

to temperatures around 1350:C are called for
(e) The owrpialou., re.sistitit. -temperature curve for low
Phr(1dulu ih t 5. CONCLLSIONS

The major trend, in the electronic properties can be Measurements of the electrical resistiit. of P--
understood qualitatisels, as described above. Howsever, based carbon fibers have been carried out on a s.ider
the maximum observed in the resistivity of the 240GPa range of fibers, and over a wider temperature range thin
fiber, cannot be understood within this framework. As previous work. A surprising result is the maximum
outlined above, it is anticipated that the fiber would be observed in the resistivity of three types of loss modulu,
inhomogeneous. fiber.

Anomalies in the low temperature resistance behavior The measured properties exhibit interesting analogie,
* hase been noted in other carbon-based materials. For with bulk heat-treated carbons. If HTT is beloss

instance, an additional component of the resistivity -2000'C, properties are very similar. Differences for
occurring in glass., carbon[36] has been interpreted as HT7 ; 20000C are related to differences in the graphi-
arising from a Moutt-type variable range, hopping con- tizability among the different carbon types
tribution. but the effect is in the opposite sense to the The theoretical interpretation of results on electronic
positise temperature coefficient found in the fibers. A properties of bulk-treated carbons is not well developed.
maximum in resistivity is found in the c-axis resistivity A major advance in our understanding of negatise and
of highl, oriented pyrolytic graphite near 25KI37,381. positive magnetoresistance has been made b
Hosseser. p._ flattens again belos -8 K. and the fiber Bright[28, 29] using a phenomenological model. A more
resisti\ it\ continues to fall at 1.5 K. Therefore. it is fundamental description of the energy states due to
unlikel. that the effect arises from the decrease of resis- Chausse and Hoarau[30] enables the overall features of
tance beteen parallel aromatic planes in the fiber. Bright's model to be understood. Detailed calculations of
ther 39] has also noted a similar maximum in the resis- the electronic properties (including the Hall effect and
tiil't\ of pressed. exfoliated graphite very similar to that thermoelectric power) using this model need to be made
obsers ed for the fibers, which is presumabl, related to It appears that the model will have to take into account
the same cause the inhomogeneity of the material. particularly the rel,-

It i, knos n that small polarons can give rise to a tive position of the band overlap region wkith respect to
reistiit% maximum[40.41]. The decrease of resistivity the vacuum level. The variation of this energy can gioe
belt'" the peak can be attributed to a decrease in the rise to local variations of carrier densit% mobili% and
effectise mass because the band width increases. We do conductivity. Such spatial variations, together voith un-

* not feel that this is relesant to the present case, since the usual features of the energy spectrum in a magnetic field
electron-phonon coupling would not be sufficiently may enable the unusual properties of bulk carbon, and
strong for the formation of small polarons. However, the carbon fibers to be understood
idea of a resistisits maximum arising from the coupling
betcen an electron and some other excitation is more Arkno% ledgemeno3-Thanks are due to Prof J V \1,( 1u%
genera! Such excitations could include electron-hole valuable discussions and for communicttng re,u",, r-,,

publication A grant from the Arm\ Offie of Ree.c. i,* eslton or electron-spin v~as.e Celanese Research Compan, is grateful, akn,,-led:e,c w
The latter ,ase is of specific interest since an anomaly also a grant from Celanese Research Comprn\ t, ( 1,, ac. ,.!

is ob,er,.ed in the specific heat belovo about 0.5 K in a Universit\
s, ide .,arier\ of disordered carbons (for a revies, see
Mr,,',,,kC4.] Mroiosski concluded that the peak in REFERECES
the ,pe ih, hal o curring at --02 K. whose magnitude is I Spain I L . Electronic transport properte, of jraphile
dercnden ,n magneti, field, arises from spin-spin in- bons. and related materials Chem Ph, I:)w
tera,ti,,r, Hooeser, none of the known exchange in- (19811

2 Renolds W N , Structural and phsical properte, of ,h,,terali,,n, .tuld explain the observed phenomena in a fibers (hem Phx Cache I1. I (l9'i
qtsinttari e \sa, be, ause of the lov spin density (Fig 71 3 Bacon R.. Carbon fibers from rayon precursor, Ch.,, Ph,

e ,re . urrentl, attempting to assess whether spin-spin Carhon 9 (19,31
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4 Bright A A and Singer L S Carbon 17. 59 119'8) the fiber, produced b% the electrical current, is pja.boh, sith

Endo M.. Hishiyama Y. and Koyama T J Phys DIS. 353 temperature difference betseen the center and ends (AT gien
(19821 hib
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1- See for example. Spain I L.. The electronic properties of 80 K
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30.0 699 19,31
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41 Rosenberg H M.. Loi Temperaturc Solid Stati Phi.i
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APPENDI. &
Hiatin, effects in (urhon fibheri

Carbon fibers hase diameter, %,hich are tipicalls 0 I0Wpm-
An electric current of 10 p A correspond, to a current denstl, of
26 10 A m for D= m tipical of 3s Mst fibers tested Lising .
a resistance per unit length of 4,s 10' flm '. the heat dissipated
is 45 p% m. corresponding to a posser densit, through the sur _.

* face of the fiber of -2Wnr , - . --
(onsider firstl, that the fiber is in a vacuum Airth temperature

I T.., fixed at Isso points distance I = 10 mm apart Assuming onls
longitudinal heat flos (no radiation lossi. and temperature-n- Fig I. Current-soltage plot for a 10mm long carbon fiber
dependent thermal Lonductliil,. n. the temperature profile along immersed in I N
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occur, and a smil! temperature difference is belieed to exist These result, sugges that current leei, should definirel. he

.'acros, the sample-refrigeran interface kept belov 0 1 mA and probabl belov 0(XI A in order to axoid

%khen the te,t, x,,ere run in LHe'. onlx a small decrease of current heating effect, As ith sample' immersed in liquid refri-
slope a, oh,seied , Ath in:reaing current Although the latent gerant, Since the therma' condu,:tit , fall, t, er lov salue, at

hear of LHe i, much smaller than that of LN.. the thermal lov temperature. pariuayr are should he taken in thi, regim

conductiit\ is higher. enabling heat to be transported from the
surfa:e more effi ienils
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APPENDIX II

AN UNUSUAL RESISTIVITY MAXIMUM IN LOW MODULUS CARBON FIBERS

H. A. Goldberg and I. L. Kalnin
Celanese Research Company, Sumit, NJ 07901

and Ian L. Spain and K. J. Volin
Physics Department, Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, CO 80523

Introduction liquid helium. Mechanical properties were
measured using standard techniques.

The electrical characteristics of carbon
fibers have been studied by several workers Results
(for a recent review, see Ref. I). Electrical
properties have been found to correlate well The types of fiber on which measurements
with heat-treatment temperature (HTT) [2-4]. were made are listed in Table 1, together with
The resistivity of fibers generally decreases a synopsis of physical properties.
with increase of HTT while the magnetoresis-
tance is negative for a range of HT's. o f pmoom-

The resistance of fibers usually increases st, .-
steadily as the sample temperature decreases D toL. Ylflu 7t1 ta9 AX

________________________2___

[2,3]. However, in measurements of the ,b.o D I ,,.t1 1I,., I (Ko,) ( -(2VS--

electrical resistivity and magnetoresistance
of fibers between 1.5 and 300 K, an unusual .70.54 .1e 34.7 43 ,.7 30.4 .103

resistivity maximum for a low modulus fiber
was discovered by us [5,61. The fiber in %13 0.77 1.06 35. 371 1.71 3.0 1.100

question was Celion 3000, which has a Young's 14 .17 .

modulus of '\,35 Msi (240 GPa). This is a PAN- .7 0.4

based fiber with HTT \13000 C (residence time
4-15 min). By this temperature, the fiber is 0.42 1.43 41.2 410 1.62 35.s 1.094

an impure carbon with typically a few percent .,o . .1 M. 706 1.43 s.4 1 .117
nitrogen and of the order of tenths of percent " 4.1

of various inorganic impurities. The resis- 0 o7 .63 36.4 5o0 ,.0 34.4 .1o6
tance maximum has also been observed more AM 4-1

recently in other types of ex-PAN fibers. The , 0.4 a." 33.1? 300 2.72 33.4 1.160

purpose of this note is to report om possible 0.47 0.79 33.' 240 33 25.9 1.154

correlations between the unusual resistivity
behavior and other physical properties.

Experimental Considerations Results on the variation with temperature

Electrical resistance was measured using of the normalized resistance R(T)/R(290 K) area c. esisa Fbs ere given in Fig. 1. It is to be noted that thea DC 4-point technique. Fibers were attached
with conducting silver paint to four platinum resistance reaches a maximbe value for all of
strip electrodes laid down on an alumina sub- location o eared an value of R

strate.location of the maximum and value of Rmaximum

R(290 K) depends on the particular fiber.
These measurements were taken with great

care to insure reproducibility of results. It Attempts were made to correlate the key
was found that small, irreproducible changes features of this unusual behavior with other
of resistivity could occur upon cycling physical properties. Ezekiel (8] showed that
between low temperature and room temperature, mechanical properties correlated with room
These reversible changes were random in nature, temperature resistivity (P(2 90 K)). Accor-
but always less than -l in 103. Similar dingly, the resistance ratios R /R(290 K)

maxchanges have also been observed in bulk carbon a Kand R(4.2 K)/R(290 K) are plotted against
[7], indicating that they are related to the o(290 K) In Fig. 2 as well as the temperature
inhomogeneous nature of the carbon itself, and of th imum. athough the isme
not due to contacts. of the maximum. Although there is some

scatter in the data, trends are clear.

Precautions were taken in the measure-
ments to insure that the fiber was not heated
up. Heating effects can be extremely severein carbon fibers in a vacuum.' Currents of 10 Resistivity behavior of the type reported

is highly unusual. To the best of our know-
uA, for instance, can easily raise the temper-
ature tens of degrees. It was found that the ledge it is unique to carbon.

resistivity maximum could not be observed at
all if the measurements were carried out with The resistivity maximum occurs at lower

a current of a few wA with the fiber in a temperatures for respectively lower HTTs. Itis assumed that upon going to still lower HT's
vacuum. Measurements were made throughout the th pea pea altogether wt te

temperature range with the sample either
immersed in gaseous helium, or below 4.2 K in resistivity vs temperature curve following that
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Fig. 1. The variation of reduced resistance Fig. 2. Correlation of the resistance ratios
R(T)/R(290 K) for the fibers listed in Table 1. R /R(290 K), R /R(4.2 K) and the temper-
The resistance continues to fall with max max

increasing slope down to the lowest measure- ature of the maximum, Tmax, with room temper-

ent temperature (1.5 X). ature resistivity.

of other disordered carbons where no maximm is Intercalation Compounds, 1981.)
* observed. Upon going to higher HTT's the peak 7. 0. K. Griffith and R. 1. Gayley, Carbon 3,

flattens out. At HTT - 20000C no distinct 541 (1965).
peak is observed. 8. H. M. Ezekiel, J. Appl. Phys. 41, 5351

(1970).
A resistivity maximum cannot be explained

on the basis of a simple model of conduction Acknowledgements
in a crystalline material with defect scat-
tering, nor be fitted with expressions devel- We thank the U.S. Army Research Office and
oped for conduction in highly disordered the Celanese Research Company for financial
materials. It is hypothesized that the support.

- maximum may occur if the electrons are strongly
*coupled to an excitation such as a spin wave.

However, further work needs to be carried out
to develop theoretical models quantitatively.
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APPENDIX III

X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES OF STRUCTURAL DIM ENSIONALITY IN CARBON FIBERS

JAMES STAMATOFF, HARRIS GOLDBERG, AND ILMAR KALNIN

Celanese Research Company, 86 Morris Ave., Summit, N.J. 07901

ABSTRACT

Diffraction patterns of carbon fibers have been recorded photographically
using monochromatized MoKa radiation. <00t> and <hk0> reflections are observed
for fibers pyrolyzed at lower temperatures. The absence of <hke> reflections
suggests that the graphite planes are turbostratic. A three dimensional struc-
tural transition is manifest in the appearance of <hke> reflections. The
results suggest that the degree of three dimensionality increases progressively
through the sample as a function of increasing temperature of pyrolysis. There
is no evidence for coexistence of three dimensional and the turbostratic phases.
It is further demonstrated that turbostratic carbon fibers may be intercalated
to stage two with AsF5.

INTRODUCTION

Researchers exploring the intercalation of graphite normally specify the
origin of graphite used, because it is well known that the microstructure and
the degree of perfection of the host graphite affects not only the intercalation
kinetics, but also the equilibria and the establishment of well defined stages.
Even so, samples of a given type of graphite can show variability in the struc-
tural perfection which can conceivably affect the intercalation. Thus, the
large spread in the electrical conductivity observed in HOPG (Highly Oriented
Pyrolytic Graphite) graphite intercalated to stage 2 with AsF5 has been attrib-
uted, at least partly, to variation in the defect density and crystallite size
of the host samples [l]. Even greater variations in the properties may be
caused by the structural features of the commercially available carbon graphite
fiber types. Thus, the availability of such fibers offers an excellent oppor-
tunity to determine the effect of these features on the intercalation process.
Both the "carbon" and "graphite" fiber structures have been investigated by
x-ray diffraction and electron microscopy [2-8].

We have systematically studied fibers formed by the pyrolysis of polyacrylo-
nitrile polymer (PAN) and pitch using x-ray diffraction methods. We examine
the full range of available pyrolysis products (i.e., fibers having Young's
moduli varying from 30 to 100 million psi(Msi). We also report the intercala-
tion behavior of these fibers with AsF5 and relate this behavior to the struc-
ture of the host fiber. The most detailed results will be given for PAN fibers.
However, similar results have been obtained for pitch based fiber.

EXPERIMENTAL

For this study all x-ray diffraction measurements were performed photograph-
ically using MoKQ radiation. Carbon fibers were mounted within a glass capill-
ary which was removed very near the incident x-ray beam. Measurements

of the patterns were made using a Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer. Scans were
transmitted to a computer for analysis.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows diffraction patterns obtained from four different PAN based
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carbon fibers with Young's moduli of approximately 30, 50, 70 and 100 Msi. The
S.Z photographs are densely exposed in order to reveal higher order diffraction.

The angular disorientation of carbon fibers is well known and is clearly demon-
strated in these patterns. To review, the a and b axes of the basal planes are
randomly oriented about the c axis (stacking axis of the basal planes). The c
axis is perpendicular to the fiber axis but is randomly oriented about the fiber
axis. Thus, <00t> reflections appear as spots whereas <hkO> reflections appear
as circles.

As a function of increasing modulus, the <00t> reflections are observed to
sharpen. This is demonstrated in figure 2 for a scan of the <002> reflection
along the <00t> axis. As a function of increasing modulus, the width of the
<002> reflection decreases and its Bragg spacing decreases. This change with
increasing modulus has been previously observed over a more limited
range [9].

The degree of angular orientation also changes as a function of increasing
modulus. In figure 3, the results of normalized azimuthal densitometer scans
through the <002> reflection are displayed. Correlations of mosaicity with
increasing modulus have been previously established over a more limited
range [10].

Measurement of higher order <00t> reflection widths for pyrolytic carbons
suggest that line widths are broadened by liquid-like disorder (i.e., disorder
of the second kind or paracrystalline disorder) in addition to contributions
from finite crystallite size [11]. The same type of behavior is observed for
fibers. In figure 4, the widths of the <002> and <004> reflections are plotted.
The degree of liquid-like disorder and the crystallite size increases as a func-
tion of increasing modulus. Numerical results of the layer spacing, d<0
crystallite size along the c axis, L., and mosaicity of the <002> reflec aoA,
a .<002> , are tabulated in the table.

The pattern shown in figure 1, also demonstrates the appearance of <hkt>
*reflections with increasing modulus. For turbostratic graphite, <hkt> reflec-

tions are replaced by hk lines which are parallel to the c* axis. Due to angu-
lar averaging, the hk lines form concentric cylinders coaxial with the c axis
which are then angularly averaged about an axis perpendicular to the cylinders.
This is clearly observed for the 5OMsi PAN pattern. At higher modulus, adjacent
basal planes develop correlations parallel to the plane as indicated by the
appearance of <hkt> reflections. The most discernible <hkt> reflection is the

9 ~ <112>. In figure 5, the results of radial densitometer scans through the <112>
reflection are displayed. Growth of the <112> with increasing modulus is clear-
ly observed.

It is commonly postulated that only highly graphitic carbon (three dimension-
al) may be intercalated. In figure 6, a diffraction pattern of 100 Msi pitch
fiber which is intercalated to stage 2 with AsF 5 is shown. In the same figure

* is shown 50 Msi pitch fiber with no intercalant and stage 2, AsF 5 intercalated
50 Msi pitch fiber. The patterns suggest that 50 Msi pitch based carbon fiber
is turbostratic. Thus, these results suggest that three dimensionality is not
required for intercalation.

DISCUSSION

The increase in three dimensional order which occurs upon heat treatment of
a carbon as it approaches a truly graphitic structure has received considerable
attention in the literature 112]. Carbon fibers (and other carbon forms) are
in a turbostratic phase when low or moderate heat treatments are used. At heat
treatments above 30000C, one can often form graphite with an ABA stacking.
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- -. Two distinct models for this transition are:
1) Large three dimensional graphite crystallites form at some minimum heat

treatment temperature, and their number and/or size grow with progressively
higher heat treatment temperatures.

2) The interbasal plane correlation function gradually approaches that of
graphite homogeneously throughout the sample.

Since the d<0 0 > spacings change continuously with heat treatment, many authors
have used tha change to indicate three dimensional order. Ruland has argued
that a better order parameter is the mean squared fluctuation in the registry
of adjacent basal planes, 012 (9].

The turbostratic nature of lower modulus carbon fibers is best demonstrated
by the detailed nature of the diffraction pattern in which hk lines appear as
continuous scattering streaks. In figures 1, 5 and 6, <hkt> reflections gradu-
ally appear as a function of increasing modulus. One would expect that the
amplitude of <hkt> reflections should be proportional to the order parameter
(or the square of the order parameter, depending upon the model).
In figures 1 and 5, the relative intensity of the various <hkt> reflections

which depend upon three dimensional order can be compared. Model 1 can be
ruled out by this analysis since for 70 Msi PAN based carbon fiber, the ratio
of intensities for the <114> and <112> is clearly less than 0.8, which is the
value for ABA graphite. Furthermore, the results shown in figure 4 show that
considerable liquid-like disorder exists indicating the absence of an ideally
three dimensional graphite phase. Of course, there are numerous models which
are intermediate between 1 and 2. Further work is required to put quantitative
limits on the size of such regions which would remain consistent with our data.
We have demonstrated (figure 6) that turbostratic graphite fibers may be

intercalated with AsF5. For all fibers which we have intercalated, we have
obtained a stage 2 compound. The degree of misorientation and crystal order
varies in the intercalated fibers in qualitatively the same way as they vary in
the neat (pristine) samples. There is no evidence in any samples for uninter-
calated turbostratic material. Thus, we can definitely rule out any model
which claims that the fiber has regions of different three dimensional order
and only the more ordered regions intercalate.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have shown x-ray evidence for:

1) The reasonably continuous growth of three dimensional order in graphite
fibers,

2) the homogeneous intercalation of completely turbostratic fibers with AsF 5
(as well as higher modulus-three dimensional ordered fibers),

suggesting the possibility of intercalating a fiber does not depend upon its
degree of three dimensional order. Future work, especially the measurements
of <hkt> peak shapes and intensities will benefit by the use of diffractometer
methods.
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C D

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of PAN based carbon fibers of different
modulus. Patterns were recorded with MoKOL radiatiun with the incident beam
perpendicular to the fiber axis. A) 30 Msi, B) 50 Msi, C) 70 Msi, D) 100 Msi.
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Fig. 2. The <002> reflection as Fig. 3. Mosaicity of the 4002>
a function of modulus. Integral reflection as a function of modulus.
intensities are normalized. Integral intensities are normalized.
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Fig. 6. X-ray diffraction patterns of pitch based carbon fibers. A) 100 Msi
pitch based fiber intercalated to stage 2 with AsF5 . (Recorded with CuYQ
radiation). 3) 50 Msi pitch based fiber showing turbostratic order. C) 50 Msi
pitch based fiber intercalated to stage 2 with AsF 5. (8 and C are recorded
with MoKa radiation which excites As x-ray fluorescence degrading the signal
to background ratio for C.)
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TABLE I
* Structural parameters of PAN based carbon fibers

MODULUS D L (002)
o(002) i(Msi) A A DEGREES

30 3.54 28 20.6

50 3.42 58 11.4

70 3.42 113 7.5

100 3.39 226 5.8
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ABSTRACT

Near-edge x-ray absorption data on graphite fibers

intercalated with AsF 5 , show that similarly to bulk

graphite (HOPG), a portion of the intercalated AsF 5

disproportionates to form AsF 6-and AsF 3 . The re-

sidual amount of AsF 5 in the fiber sample is sig-

nificantly smaller than that observed in the HOPG.

* The AsF3 in the fiber sample is oriented with re-

spect to the graphite planes, and the F-As-F bond

angle is found to be larger than that in free AsF3.3--
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Interest in graphite intercalation compounds has greatly

expanded since it was reported that graphite samples

intercalated with AsF 5 or SbF5 have conductivities compar-
1able to copper . Although it has since been shown that

the maximum conductivity of these compounds is about one-
2half that of copper , interest remains high, particularly

as to the mechanisms causing the large conductivity

increases. X-ray absorption studies on AsF5 intercalated

in powdered highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) by
3Bartlett and coworkers indicate that intercalation is

accompanied by the reaction

3 AsF5 + 2e- 2 AsF 6 - + AsF3 .

Since little AsF was found, it was concluded that the5
equilibrium of the reaction is shifted far to the right,

resulting in a charge transfer of 2/3 e for each AsF5

intercalated. All other measurements of charge transfer,
4-11

however, gave smaller values for the charge transferred,

averaging 0.3 e, suggesting that substantial amounts of

AsF 5 remain unreacted.

In this paper, we report x-ray absorption measurements near

the As K edge on AsF5 - HOPG and on AsF5 - graphite fiber

intercalation compounds made at the Cornell High Energy

Synchrotron Source (CHESS). In addition to being the first

such work on intercalated fibers, it differs from previous

x-ray absorption measurements in that our samples have low

concentrations of AsF 5 in order to emphasize the role of

defects and/or of microstructure in determining the structure

and the chemistry.

The graphite fiber was Celion® GY-70 having an average

Young's modulus of ca. 600 GPa. A fiber bundle, ca. 3 cm
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long, was weighed and sealed in a rectangular Pyrex

ampoule with thin wall windows (".vO.2 mm) to minimize

the x-ray absorption and a sidearm for the introduction

of the gaseous AsF 5. The amnpoule was attached to a

vacuum line, degassed, filled with a predetermined amount

* of as-received AsF5 (from Ozark-Mahoning Co., >99% pure)

by condensation with liquid nitrogen, and then sealed off

and reweighed. in the particular ampoule selected for

complete analysis the weight increase indicated that this

sample contained 1.9% AsF5 by weight. The x-ray absorption

at the As edge indicated an AsF5 concentration of 1.4%.

since it is not certain that all the AsF5 intercalates,

the agreement of these two numbers is reasonable. X-ray

diffraction photographs of this sample were taken using

monochromatic Mo K aradiation. The c axis spacing was

* found to be 3.38 ± .02 A before intercalation and 3.40±

0.02 A after intercalation. The major source of

uncertainty in the c axis spacing arises from the 2 mm

thickness of the sample needed for the absorption measure-

ment. No evidence for staging was observed indicating that

our sample was not a mixture of pure graphite and high

concentration (low stage) intercalated material. This,

*together with the agreement of the concentrations deter-

mined by weight uptake and x-ray absorption, indicates that

the AsF5 distribution is homogenous.

*For the HOPG sample, the container and the handling were

*similar, except that the AsP 5 was introduced by measuring

the pressure drop in a known volume during the intercalation,

and sealing the ampoule off after the desired amount of

AsF 5 had been taken up by the sample. The weight increase

of this sample was 7.4%, while the x-ray absorption

at the As edge showed a concentration of only 0.8%. This
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sample was clearly inhomogeneous, hence the x-ray absorption

is dominated by regions which have a higher concentration

of AsF5 than the sample average. Since both samples

contained much less than one absorption length of As,

any corrections to the measurements due to inhomogeneity

should be small. The changes in absorption, ipx, above and

below the edge were 0.078 and 0.144 for the HOPG and fiber

samples respectively. Measurements were also made on AsF 3,

AsF5 gas and NaAsF as standards. The near edge absorption
5 6

for these compounds is shown in Figure 1 (a). All three

have strong absorption peaks at the edge. The peak for
+3 .+5

As is well separated from the two As peaks and, thus,

easily distinguishable. Figure 1 (b) gives the results

obtained on the fiber sample for the two possible orien-

tations - the x-ray polarization vector along the fiber

axis and perpendicular to the fiber axis. Two peaks are

clearly seen and can be identified with AsF 3 and AsF6.

The AsF3 peak also shows a clear orientation dependence.

For the HOPG sample shown in Figure 1 (c), the result is

somewhat different from the fiber data which are plotted

for comparison. It is evident that there is an additional

contribution to the low energy side of the As+5 peak which

is presumably due to an AsF5 signal. Also, the amount of

AsF is reduced.
3

To quantitatively analyze the HOPG and fiber results, a

fit was made to the data using a linear combination of

the standard edges shown in Figure 1 (a). The results are

given in Table 1 and an example of a fit is shown in Figure 1

(b). The AsF 5 and AsF 6- parameters are somewhat correlated,

and the sum of their contributions is more accurately

determined than their individual values. The AsF3 values
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are nearly independent of the conditions of the fit and

are estimated to be accurate to about 6%. Since systematic

errors associated with the normalization of the data are

the same for both fiber orientations, the relative amounts of

* -the AsF 3 values in these two cases are accurate to about 4%.

The fibers are known to have the c axis randomly oriented

perpendicularly to the fiber axis. This allows us to

analyze the polarization dependence in terms of the

orientation of the AsF 3 molecule. In the free state the

* molecule has a pyramidal shape with anF-As-F bond angle

of 96.2012 . The near edge peak is due to transitions

from the original ls state to unfilled p-states associated

with the As-F bond. These p-states undoubtedly lie along

the bond direction, thus giving a polarization dependence

to the absorption signal of

Z cos2 Oi

i

O where Gi is the angle between the x-ray polarization vector

and the As-F bond, and the sum is over the three bonds.

From our observations it is evident that plane defined by

the fluorines tends to be parallel to the graphite basal

planes. If the molecules are assumed to be exactly aligned

in this way, the expected ratio: parallel signal/perpen-

dicular signal is 1.17. Our observed value of 1.32 ± 0.05

is somewhat larger. This suggests that the F-As-F bond

angle is larger in the intercalated state, particularly

since experimental problems such as misalignment of the

fibers, imperfections in the fibers, or imperfect x-ray

polarization would reduce the observed ratio. If this is

the case, interactions with the graphite fibers flattens the

AsF3 molecule slightly giving an F-As-F bond angle of at
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least 1010.

Another possible explanation of the polarization depen-

dence could be the presence of oriented, AsF4- species.13
Recent Mossbauer results indicated that SbCl 5 inter-

calated HOPG may contain some SbCl4 . There appears to

be no measurable contribution from any such species to
3+

the As peaks observed here, although such a configuration

cannot be completely ruled out at this point. However, our

results seem to confirm Ea. 1. Averaging the fiber to

take account of the AsF 3 orientation gives an AsF 3 /AsF 6 -

ratio of 0.56 ± 0.05. Since we have not yet measured

the orientation dependence of our HOPG sample, we note

that the AsF 3/AsF 6 - ratio is 0.44 ± .05 if we assume the

same bond angle orientation as observed in our fiber

sample, while the ratio is 0.47 ± .05 assuming complete

orientation of AsF 3 with a 95.60 bond angle, and 0.52 ±

.05 if we assume no orientation.

One of the goals of this work is to determine any depen-

dence of intercalation compound structural and chemical

properties on the nature of the starting graphite.

McQuillan 1 5 reported seeing no orientation dependence for

the As+ 3 peak in a C. 7 AsF5 compound made from HOPG.

Further work is clearly needed to determine the origin

of this different behavior. Also, in contrast to

previous x-ray absorption studies 3 our HOPG sample contains

substantial amounts of AsF 5. It might be expected that

f.'r dilute samples as measured here the reaction of AsF 5
14would be nearly complete1 . This occurred for the fiber

sample which seemed much more homogeneous than the HOPG

sample. It may be that the HOPG material reacted only

near the surface and is characteristic of a concentrated

intercalated sample.
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In conclusion, we note that further measurements on

additional carefully prepared samples are required to

unambiguously determine any dependence of structure and

chemistry on the starting graphite, AsF 5 concentration

and intercalation procedure. The data obtained so far
L

do show the great potential of the x-ray absorption

measurements for determining the relative amounts of

AsF AsF5 , and AsF6, and, in the case of AsF 3 , the

orientation of the molecule as well.
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Figure Caption

X-ray absorption spectra of: a) AsP 3 (dashed line) AsF5
(solid line)and NaAsF6 (dotted-dashed line) standards;

b) AsF 5 - intercalated Celion® GY-70 fibers with the x-ray

polarization parallel (dashed line) and perpendicular (solid

line) to the fiber axis (A fit to the data using the above

standards is shown by the dots);

c) AsF 5 - intercalated HOPG (solid line) and fibers (dashed

line) with polarization perpendicular to the fiber axis.

The data has been scaled so that the change in absorption

fron above to below the As edge equals one. The zero of

energy is taken to be 11.868 K ev.
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Table 1

The Relative Concentrations of Intercalated Species

Obtained From X-ray Absorption Data (Figure 1)

Species: AsF 3  AsF5  AsF -

Graphite:

Fibers-perpendicular orientation 0.30 0.08 0.62

Fiber_ - parallel orientation 0.36 0.09 0.55

Hop: 0.19 0.45 0.36

The relative concentrations of ASF 3 , AsF 5 and AsF6 obtained by
- fitting the data shown in figures lb and Ic with the data obtained

from measurement of standards (shown in figure la) are given.

Note the approximate 2:1 ratio of AsF6 - to AsF3 in both fibers and

HOPG in agreement with equation 1.
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